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Credit card
company
exploits
students
By Chasity Lester
STAFF WRITER

University students safety is
questioned after a credit card
company took too much information.
Toby Singer, ITS executive director walked by The College Credit
Card Company and noticed
something odd.
"The credit card people were
taking pictures of student's IDs
with a digital camera. There was
no reason for this."
An estimated 200 people filled
out credit card applications with
their address, phone number, student ID number and social security number and had their ID
scanned before campus police
asked the company to leave.
The company was not issued to
be on campus that day. However,
no one stopped them for over
eight hours, until Singer came
along,
"That information can be used
for anything," Singer said. "The
IDs can be used to make fake IDs,
get other credit cards and checking accounts opened in the ID
holder's name. It can even be sold
to tclcmarketers."
No one has reported their information being used yet, but the
nature of the incident brings safety into question.
Student Services must authorize every credit card, retail or
soliciting group before they can
set up on campus. The credit card
company had not registered with
Student Services. Also, Student
Services had no record of the com-

K so oted Press Photo
SYDNEY: Workmen put the finishing touches to the Sydney 2000 Olympic Rings high above Martin Place in Sydney. The opening ceremony is set for Sept. 15.

FINISHING TOUCHES
PREPARATIONS FINISHED AS SYDNEY OPENING LOOMS
By Larry McShane
»SS0CI«TED PRESS WRITER

IDENTIFICATION. PAGE 2

Traffic
ticket fight
becomes
easier
By Kelley Fisher
STAFF WHITER

In just a few weeks, the process
to appeal a parking ticket will
become easier.
Matt Bender, vice president of
the traffic appeals board, said the
new process will enable students
to schedule their own court time
when they turn in their appeal
form. In the past, a secretary contacted students with the time they
were scheduled to appear.
"Students have 21 days to turn
in their appeal form, but they
should do it as soon as possible
because it will appear on their
bursar bill," Bender said.
The traffic court consists of
three student justices. There is a
representative for the student, one
for the University and the third
justice (chief) makes the final ruling.
Before the hearing, the student
will explain their case to the student representative and discuss
what will take place during the
hearing.
After the student states his/her
case, the University representative
will explain why their ticket was a
violation. Then each side gives a
closing remark and the chief justice will make a ruling. If the ticket
is appealed, the bursar office is
notified immediately.
According to Jason Majors,
president of the traffic.appeals
PARKIH6,PAGE2

SYDNEY, Australia — With
opening ceremonies for the
Sydney Games just four days off,
a raft of Aussie celebrities lined
up to carry the Olympic torch as
Sydney's lord mayor promised
the biggest bash in local history.
"The city is ready, in case you
haven't noticed," Frank Sartor
cracked at a news conference
Monday afternoon (Sunday
night EDT). "It's ready, it's
sparkling... The city will be in full
swing. It will be a great party."
loining the party by lugging
the Olympic torch during its final
legs toward the Olympic Stadium
were an assortment of internationally known local heroes: tennis stars lohn Newcombe and
Pat Rafter, actress Rachel Ward,
singer Olivia Newton-lohn and
past Olympic greats Dawn Fraser
and Murray Rose.
The identity of the torch carrier who will light the flame at the
opening ceremonies remains a
secret, but organizers had no
worries about matching the 1996
moment when Muhammad Ali
did the honors in Atlanta
"The pressure is making

something special," said torch
manager Di Henry. "In Australia,
we have plenty of special people."
— HUNTER OUT: World shot
put champion CJ. Hunter, who
underwent surgery last week on
a knee damaged during an
August weight training session,
pulled out of the Sydney
Olympics.
"I'm disappointed that the
injury has forced me to withdraw
from the Olympic Games," the
U.S. shot-putter and husband of
gold medal favorite Marion
lones said Monday.
"Marion and I have looked forward to competing together in
Sydney," he said. "But 1 am a professional athlete and, unfortunately, injuries are part of the
game."
Hunter, 31, still plan to come
to Australia to support his wife
and his other U.S. teammates. At
330 pounds, Hunter was the
biggest athlete on the U.S. track
and field team; he finished seventh at the 1996 Olympics.
— WEATHER WATCH: When
the flame is finally lit Friday
night, the weather should pose
no problems.

The local forecast is calling for "cool to mild conditions" — unusually
cool for a Summer
Olympics, with high
temperatures only in the
60s and a low of 51
degrees. The wind will be
light to moderate, making summer down under
more like a pleasant fall
day in New England.
— OLYMPIC FLAG:
Before becoming one of
the original Keystone
Kops, Hal Haig "Harry"
Prieste had a brief criminal
career. Today, 80 years after
he stole the original
Olympic flag during the
1920 games in Antwerp,
Belgium, the 103-year-old
returned the valued icon.
"I thought, 'I ain't going to
be around much longer — it's
no good in a suitcase,"' Prieste
said Monday after presenting
the folded linen flag to
International
Olympic
Committee president Juan
Antonio Samaranch.
"It was no good to me," the

OLYMPIC
CHALLENGE:
Maria Runyan
stretches after
finishing third in
the women's
1500 meter run
at the U.S.
Olympic Track
and Field Trials
in Sacramento.
Runyan has difficulty reading all
the inspiring
responses she
has received
since becoming
the first
Paralympics athlete to make the
U.S. Olympic
team.

OLYMPICS, PAGE 2
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Speaker stresses poverty, spirituality are related
By Kimberty Dupps
CUV EDITOR

An ordinary man with a salt
and pepper beard and glasses visited campus yesterday.
Most would not recognize his
face, some may not recognize his
name, many more may be familiar with his socio-political philosophy.
Marvin Olasky, professor of
journalism at the University of
Texas at Austin, has coined the
phrase compassionate conservatism.
Compassionate conservatism
is an idea that states poverty is
more than simple economics. It's
KJmberty Dupps BG News a spiritual and moral problem, as
well
SPEAKER: Marvin Olasky
"Poverty around the world is a
speaks to students.

spiritual as well as material problem. Most poor people do not
have the faith that they and their
situations can change," Olasky
said. "Economic redistribution by
itself cannot fight poverty effectively because it does not affect
the attitudes that frequently
undergrid poverty."
According to Olasky, there is a
road block standing in the way of
solving the problems of the inner
city.
The government.
He said, the government violated the policy that church and
state should be separate The government crossed the barrier
between the two by passing legislation that allows people to rely
uporj the government for financial aid rather than faith-based

organizations that exemplify
compassion.
"Volunteeis suffered with others (in the inner city), which is the
true meaning of compassion,"
Olasky said.
He said welfare programs rid
the need for church organizations
to supply volunteers and aid the
inner city.
The difference between the
two is the influence and knowledge of God brought into the
neighborhoods. Olasky speculated that a belief in God would cut
drug and alcohol use, pregnancy,
abuse and other problems of the
inner city in half.
"Kids try to make up for the lack
(of God) in destructive ways,"
Olasky said. "A belief in God could
prevent kids from getting

involved in the problems of the
inner city."
Olasky attributes the lack of
God in the lives of inner city children to the removal of prayer
from public schools.
The Murray v. Curlett decision
made in 1963 removed the backup children had if they did not
have a religious influence at
home. However, the attempts to
banish God from the impoverished has made the inner cities
worse off.
In addition to the lack of religious influence within inner city
limits, as well as the public
schools, children of the inner city
also lack three "gifts" that contribute to the negative conditions
SPEAKER, PAGE 2
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Parking
problems
persist
PARKING, FROM PAGE 1

board, the best way to avoid a ticket is to know and follow all of the
rules.
"When you register your car,
you should receive a map and list
of parking rules. The best way to
avoid a ticket is to read all of the
rules and regulations carefully."
Majors said.
Although the appeals process is
changing for the better. Bender
said students are still getting tickets. He said in general most of the
tickets are for parking in the wrong
spot.
Anyone wishing to appeal a
ticket can pick up a form at
Parking Services or 450 Student
Services. They should then take
the completed form to the Office
of Student life in 405 Student
Services where they can sign up
for a court time. Traffic court is
held
every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
The traffic appeals board is
accepting
applications
for
University and student representatives. There will also be an interview process in which students
can choose which side they want
to interview for.
Applications arc due Friday.
Sept 15 and can be picked up in
the USG office.

Sherly Crow's
front two teeth
are fake. She
had them
knocked out
when she
tripped on the
stage earlier in
her career.

itv issues face students in card scandal
pany ever being on campus
before.
The person who directed this
incident of credit card solicitation, Hasan Kativ was also unregistered with campus.
No one from Student Services
and the office of student life was
able to comment
It is important to remember
that your I.D. has all of your information on it," said Sgt. Gullufsen
of the BGSU police department.
"You must protect that information."
Such cases are rare, but do
exist in BGSU police records as
occurring within the past three

years.
Student I.D.s can also be used
for fraud on campus.The I.D. acts
like a debit card, students can
have their I.D.s used by others to
make purchases unless someone
else checks the I.D. photo,
according to the BGSU police.
University Dining Services said
that cashiers in all dining halls
and convenient stores are trained
to specifically look at the photo
l.D.s and refuse to ring anyone
whose I.D. picture is in question.
The Student Rec Center reported
that photos and validation stickers are checked before a student
may enter the facility.
Campus officials are also
authorized to demand a second
I.D. upon purchase and refuse to

complete the transaction if there
is any question of identification.
However, in an on-campus poll
only one in eight I.D.s were
checked by campus officials for
purchases and SRC center admittance.
If a student feels there is aproblem with unauthorized I.D. use,
then purchases can be repealed if
proven to be fraud, according to
the bursar's office.
"It is rarely the case," said an
official of dining services.
She reported that most purchases that students inquire
about were purchased by the I.D.
holder and forgotten. Any convenient store purchase over $25 is
also authorized with a signature

on a receipt copy that is kept.
Neeley Lampus, SRC manager,
said that I.D.s are consistently
checked before a student enters
the facility. She said that only
seven to 10 cases of I.D.
Misrepresentation occurred last
year.
"Those students were dealt
with through the student code of
conduct," said Lampus.
I.D.s can also be used to open
credit card and checking
accounts which the student is
then liable for.
Students are not helpless, there
are ways for students to protect
themselves
"It is important to keep your
I.D. on you at all times," said

Gullufsen. If a student looses their
I.D. or believes it is stolen then the
student should report it immediately to the police. The student
also needs to call the office of the
bursar to make sure no purchases
have been made and also report it
to the office of registrar.
"The Bursar will record the student's information, deactivate the
card and issue a new card," said
Bill Mercer, student worker for
the Bursar's office.
Students also need to be apprehensive about giving out personal information to credit card companies and telemarketers.
"Protect your information,"
warns Singer. "Anyone can use
your personal information to do
anything."

Inner-city children lack
1 st Olympic flag
'gifts', religeon to succeed returned tattered
SPEAKER,FROM PAGE 1

of urban areas.
The first gift that children lack
is a result of government legislation. Due to welfare programs,
women are now able to have
children without a father there
to support the family. Children
often learn from a father's love
and discipline. Even if the family
is poor, the father can still make
a positive contribution to the
family.
'The father has the satisfaction of coming home from work,
knowing he has made a physical
difference in his family," Olasky
said.
The second gift was that chil-

dren of the 19th century were
taught to meet challenges and to
overcome them. The dependence on the welfare system
does not require children to rise
above their situation.
The third gift, however, taught
children how to be citizens.
"If we don't have the gifts, we
self-destruct," Olasky said.
He does believe there have
been mcritable efforts to better
the conditions of urban areas.
The government made a positive step by instituting welfare
reform. Welfare reform forces
people to become independent
of government aid and turn to
other sources for support, such
as the faith-based organizations

of the past.
However, those in attendance
criticized Olasky for romanticizing the 19th century. They pointed out that the problems of the
19th century were similar to
those of the 21 st century.
Olasky said conditions have
improved and we must open
our eyes to such improvements.
He describes such improvements and the ideals of compassionate conservatism in his writing He has written 13 books and
over 500 journal articles. In addition, he has contributed to USA
Today, The Wall Street Journal
and Investor's Business Daily.

The BG News
has positions
available for

COPY EDITORS
call 372-6966
and ask for an editor

SENIOR PICTURES
HERE ALL WEEK!

OLYMPICS, FROM PAGE 1

wheelchair-bound Prieste added.
"I won't be able to hang it up in my
room."
Prieste was an Olympic diving
medalist when he swiped the
white flag with its five rings from a
15-foot flagpole. The flag was
slightly discolored and tattered
where it was ripped from the flagpole, but was otherwise in good
condition.
— IOC SUIT: The organizers of
Salt Lake City's scandal-marred
2002 Winter Games could face a
libel suit from angry members of
the
International Olympic
Committee.
IOC
officials,
incensed by a secret dossier that
purportedly held tips on how to
bribe them, raised the question of
legal action at the opening session
of the IOC general assembly.
Although IOC officials later
played down the threat, IOC
ethics commission chairman
Keba Mbaye's reaction was quite

blunL
"We think we should put an end
to such a practice," he said of the
dossier. "We need to condemn it
and see what sort of legal procedures we could initiate."
— DAY OFF: Demonstrators
outside a Melbourne hotel forced
the heavily favored U.S. men's
basketball team to cancel its practice Monday. The protesters
weren't angry at Vince Carter or
Alonzo Mourning; the hotel was
the site of the World Economic
Forum, a meeting of top business
leaders from around the globe.
"We didn't want to take any
chances," said USA Basketball
spokesman Craig Miller, citing the
recognizability of the NBA stars.
The more anonymous U.S.
women's team opted to walk
through the crowds, board their
bus and hold a two-hour practice.
Their departure from the Crown
Casino and Hotel was delayed for
more than an hour.

E-mail a reporter today!

USG Undergraduate Student Government * USG Undergraduate Student

USG
Elections
Come
&

vSote
SEPTEMBER 12
Rodgers 12-5pm; Kohl 12-5pm;
Founders 5-9pm
SEPTEMBER 13
Offenhauer 12-5pm; Mac 5-9pm
SEPTEMBER 14
Education Building 9am-5pm
!

For more information call or visit us at
404 Saddlemire
(above University Bookstore)
372-8116
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CROSSWORD

Avoiding
Tickets

r

ACROSS
1 Ouchkss
5 Emuuie eagles
9 BoMtng
tftttonge
H Lotion iDgfwfceo*
15 Neat
16 Portion o* breed
17 One on one's
stde
18 Funeral director
20 Conttder anew
22 Rayed flowers
23 Table scrap
24 AtWa,torone
26 Otrwrwise
27 Type of syrup
30 G»n cockiail
32 Oils and fever
33 Firing-range
object
34 Turn left'
3/ Aftrmalve
36 PoMesooal
behavior
39 WWr s *
Town*
40 Cigar res-due
41 Goes m
42 Skin opening
43 Actor Mereditn
45 Family car
46 Avoid
48 Gofer Ernie
49 Author Fleming

How does Page 3 avoid
getting parking tickets?
When the cop starts
scribbling feverishly on
the note pad simply jack
him from behind and
nan off with the tickets.
Run like the wind and
don't ever look back.

it was, heading west, into the
great unknown.

KRISTALYN
SHEVFEUWD
Counter Culture

I woke up in a bad mood on
Saturday. A "gel-lhe-hell-oul-ofDodge-before-you-do-something-srupid" sort of mood. A
Tm-gonna-kick-the-shit-out-ofyou-if-you-don't-stop-lookingat-me" sort of mood. A— Okay,
okay, a really bad mood.
There was no particular reason
for this mood, maybe it was my
allergies and the Benadryl-Gin
hangover, and it could have been
the fact that it was September.
Damned if I knew.
A little voice said, Go west,
young woman and I remembered that I had to call the exterminator about those roaches
before I could make my journey
out of boredom.

Thanks to MSUI found a great
radio station and heard the new
Bare Naked Ladies song about 25
times before I picked up my cell
phone to check my messages at
home.
I returned a few phone calls
and confirmed my belief that
there would be no going back to
Bowling Green tonight. I hung up
and shrugged it off, knowing full
well that getting drunk while
being sedated with Benadryl was
not a good idea.
Instead I pulled out the map
and noticed a large area of forest
just north of Muskegon, oh yeh, a
destination. Six hours, two
Snickers bars, a canteen of water.

I made a few calls, packed up
the car and I was just about
ready to go. As if on cue the
phone rang and I figured that 1
might as well answer it, it just
might be important. It turned
out to be less, a fellow random
traveler. "Where are you going
buddy?" she asked slowly.
I attempted to speak through
my sinuses, "Michigan. As far
north as 1 can get today. You
wanna come?" She agreed and I
was glad for the company, my
mom voice telling me that driving by myself North might not
be the greatest idea I ever had but
hey, I had my camera so at least
there would be photographic evidence.
Armed with tissues, three rolls
of black and wliite, camping gear
and a full tank of gas, we headed
into the Detroit metro area. Now
for some strange reason, I like
urban driving, but, if this is what
Michigan is like, I can tell why
Eminem is pissed.
There seems to be nothing but
construction zones, backed up
traffic and massive headaches.
So here we are and less is
doing her Billy Madison imitation as she hand puppets that all
construction workers should be
shot and then she starts talking
about shampoo.
Am I delirious yet?
"Maybe we should get off at
this exit," she said, lapsing out of
her character and I comply, feaning for the open road and so 696

McDonald's and a box of tissues
later we're at Lake Michigan.
The owner of the campsite we
liked reminded me of a 1950s
dad, all worried about us girls
camping out here alone, must
have we were lesbians. "You're
from Bowling Green? Well now,
we don't have any rustics left but
I guess you could set up in a RV
site..."'
Yeh, yeh just give me the permit. I thought as I sniffled for the
millionth time. Twenty minutes
later... we picked out a site for the
evening and pitched the tent
By now the Benadryl had
kicked in full force and I was
ready to bust out my camera and
put my photography class to
work. 1 was soon to be rewarded,
because the world up by Stony
Lake was straight out of my
imagination. The colors of the
vineyards, cabbage and lettuce,
cherries, blueberries and a couple old shacks adorned the sun-

speckled arena like jewels. A
group of kids were playing on the
docks as we drove out to the
dunes passing a few swamps and
old men were fishing near the
swamps.

• Realizing your
magnetic poetry
spelled out
'doom' all by
itself.

The sun was just beginning to
set as we came upon the old
lighthouse, the moon rising just
beyond it and the waves lapping
against the shore. A young family
was flying kites as their daughter
rolled about in the sand, while a
group of teenage* were flirting
with each other as they ran
about. There were also leprechauns and faeries floating
around but 1 figured 1 might just
be imagining those. Was that a
serpent in the water or a sailboat?
And there I was, ready to set up
> my tripod, load the film and close
! my mind. My head stopped hurting for about a half-hour so that I
could play with the images that
God had set before me. I plowed
through all three rolls of film
doing my best Austin Powers imitation as I pretended that I knew
exactly what I wanted to capture.
I was absolutely convinced that 1
was the next Ansel Adams Then
again, I also thought that there
were bears lurking in the dunes.
Jess had to remind that there are
no bears in Michigan, let alone
sand bears. There are however,
sand sharks, and they bite.

1
2
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• Finding a jug
of milk in the
fridge you
stored last May.
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PROBLEMS?

Cereal grass
Mach*|ets
Typewriter roller
ProbaW4y
Bakery wortets
Course
Witdialkers
Anger
Gain control over

25 Goaders
27 Yucatan people
28 Maiures

29 Ocutl controlieT

About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 35 Down?
Fear not. faithful teader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

30 Fireplace shol
31
in tie bag
33 Touching al a
single point

DOWN
Carson s
predecessor
French pronojn
Gun
manulacijrer
Eavesdroppers
post
Danng teat

35 Oistmciive
atmosphere

52 Traveler's
stopovers
53 Gel up
54 Mad oath
55 Bombay wrap
57 Moislen
58 Altar words

45 Cul-dr-

36 Birdhouse neslor
38 Sea of France
42 PuTifsrvnem
imposed
44 Crvil disturbance

46 Me* no: to cry
over**
4/ Vtenamese
capital
49 Concepts
51 Raw minerals

OHIO WEATHER

• Being busted
by the RA for
cohabitating
with a kitty and
a George
Forman Grill.

Tuesday, September 12
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

• The blotter
including your
name in relation
with anything.

WORD OF THE DAY

GREGARIOUS

The sun had set and it was
about 9 o'clock when we realize
that we didn't pay too much
an i-ii i urn to the location of our
campsite. Too excited about seeing the dunes we had completely
forgotten how we had actually
gotten to the lake. A pitch black
world, dirt roads, my attitude,
and directions from the townies
eventually got us back to happy
camper land where I proceeded
to pass out.
A rainy morning and another
headache started the following
day, which consisted of Meijer
donuts, chocolate milk, a little village named Paw Paw and a
whole lot of Dutch windmills.
The rain didn't stop until we had
passed Ann Arbor and headed
south on 23 back to normalcy
and Bowling Green-ness.
I tried to piece my brain back
together as I rolled into town but
only animal urges remained. The
need to eat, blow my freaking
nose and go to sleep were my
only agenda
That satisfied, I decided that
next weekend I'd go south.

Pronounciation:
gri • 'gat • E • 8s
Function: adjective
Etymology: Latin gregarius,
of a flock or herd.
Date: 1668
la: tending to associate
with others of one's kind;
b: marked or indicating a
liking for companionship;
C: of or relating to a social
group;
2a: of a plant; b: living in
contiguous nests but not
forming a true colony;
3: something to do with
monks chanting; we don't
quite understand it, but we
love their albums.

e 2000 AccuWeamer. inc
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Wednesday

"On my income tax
1040 it says'Check this
box if you are blind.'
1 wanted to put a
check mark about
three inches away."
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ANSWERS

TOM LEHRER
MUSICIAN, PROFESSOR, MATHEMATICIAN,
AND ANONYMOUS
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CBS Evening
Newel

Wheel o(
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Jeopardy' ■

Big Brother (N
(In Slereo) X

Ladies Man
' 12 Angry Kids

SO Minutes H (In Slereo) X

Judging Amy' Not With a
Whsnper" (In Stereo) X

Nt»X

©
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©

Newsl

ABC World
Newt Tonight

Entertainment
Tonight IT

Hollywood
Squares X

Who Wanta to
(In Sleieo) X

e a Millionaire
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Greg I

Barbara Walters Mike Myers.
Sophia Loren and Refcy Martin.

NewsX

Mightline |N)

News*

NMrJoJttl,

drew Carey (In
Stereo) X

frasier Soil
:! PbWii" ■

3rd Rock From the Sun "The
Big Giant Head Returns AgasY'

Mellne (In Stereo) n

Newel

Tonight Show
(In Stereo) X

0D

FrsassK "Something Borrowed.
Someone Blue" (In Stereo) X

Late Show M
(In Stereo) X

Grand Canyon "A Naked Planet On Our Own Terms: Moyers on lying Two
With Eyes
Special" (N)(li. Stereo) X
patents speak ol the benefits ol e jlhsnasia IN. « Open

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X

BSC Wofld
News

Newahour with Jim Lehrer X

Business Rpt.

With Eyas
Srand Canyon "A Naked Planet On Our Own Terms: Moyers on Dying Two
Special (f.|(in Stereo)!
patients speak ol the benefls ol euthanasia. (N) X Open

Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X

Simpsons un

Had About
Seinfeld "The
You "Oglorea*" Statue" I

Friends (In
Slereo) I

That 70a
Show X

THUS
"Intervention''

Family Guy (In
Slereo) X

Family Guy (In NewlX
Slereo) X

Real TV (In
Btemo) it:

Star trsfc Deep Space Nine
"Sons and Daughters' X

Simpsons tin

Simpsons (In
Stereo) X

Friends JL

Moeaha The
Watchmaker"

Grown Upe (In
Slereo) X

Malcolm a
Eddie X

Malcolm 1
Eddie X

Sports-Detroit

Frssler (In
Stereo) X

Will 10 Read:
ffejTneM'Ffpt
Eital Sitamora

CABLE

Newthour With Jim lehrer 1

Norm "Laurel
Loses it" I

Friends lln
Stereo) at

News

IFrasler "Seal
|of Power" X
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Hollywood Bthind the Badge:
A Century ol Cinema Copt

Three Stooges

AMC
COM

Saturday Night Live Jett
Daniels. luscious Jackson

Oalty Show I

foul New Houie

Wild Discovery Crocs Down
under

On the Inside "Texas Rangers:
Legendary Lav-'i?n'

New Detectlvt* "Women Who
Kc

FBI Files A 14-year-old runaway
s lound dead n an Illinois barn

On the Inside "Texas Rangers
Legendary Lawmen"

iportscenter I

Skateboarding: Tony Hawk's
Shatepark Tour

Dan Marino: Heart of a
Champion (N)

Japanese Sumo Wrestling (N)

Baseball Tonight (N)

Sportacenter X

Real Sports (Season Premiere)
Daniel Snyder. BeU Kaio^i I

Seiandthe
City (In Slereo)

Hoover Dam How the Hoover
Dam was conceived and buill I

Tales ol the Gun "Bullets end
Ammo" X

Malor League Baeeball Boston Red So» al Cleveland Indans Jacobs Field. (Live)

waaonel Sports Report

Regional
Sports Report

Last Word

Bettteeter Galactica "The Long
Patrol' I

Bettteeter Galactica "Fiie in
Space"X

Santestar Galactica
'Experiment n Terra" X

Bemaetar Galactica "The Hand
olGodX

Crossing Over

Twilight Zone
(In Slereo) X

:onsumer fllp-Offe Pup-Oil
antau are part ol everyday life

Trauma' Lite In the ER "Cross
Currents''

nPuraurt of the Shroud
Mystery of the shroud of Turn.

Nefertiti: Egypt's Mysterious
Queen

Trauma: Life In the ER "Cross
Currents'"

Bull "It's Not Personal" (N) X

ER "Gottog to Know Vou" (In
Stereo) X

DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FS0
SCIFI

ylovle: *', Son-Bi-taw'' (1993. Oomedy) Pauly Shore A coed
Mngs her lurf-mino»d pal home lo ine larm (In Sleieo) PG-13' X
n Search 01
6> It Wa
Beeebail
Today

n Search Ol
'Pompeii"
Tribe Time

Hiders "Luc* ol the Draw" (In
Stereo) X
tome Again

TLC

OboMsed
Movie: «... "Vemgo"(l958. Mystery) James Slewan Kim Novak. Barbara Bel
With Vertigo X GedOes A deleave w«h a tear el he-jhls lalls lor his q-arry. I
Win Ben
Stein's Money

■tome Again

■it last Car tin Stereo) I

20th Century "Crisis >t Space.
The Real Story ol Apoeo 13"

Movie: •• "MeatballPart/r(l9»«. Comedy) Richard Mulligan
The Camp Sasquatch gang laces rivals in a boxuv match.

Movie: en "B/i«sma«-(199»)Aihielpo»eiai
a cop to retrieve a hidden damond 'PQ-13 X
Mysteries ot DevM'e Triangtee

sJmoet
Famoue: First

Search and Rescue (N) (Part 2
CM) I

Don t For getToothbrush

Pretender "To Serve and
Piolect" (In Stereo) X

Movie: ... t>ajCirn"(i9iM,Suspense)SamNei.Ncc4e
Kidman A boatload of corpses spets trouble lor two vacationers

USA

rVeaaer, Text* Ranger -Money
r.ain" (In Stereo) 3T

JAG Full Engagement" (In
Stereo) X

lash Brldgee "Gun Play" (In
Slereo) X

VH1

Lako Grammy Nominee* (In
Sleieo)

Pop-Up Video
'Disco'|N)

Uovle: ... "Tniinnvj You Do:" (t996Xcrnedy-L»amsalTom Everett Scott, bv
Tylei Small-lme rockers hn e big with a catchy single. (In Slereo)

TNT

«»

Movie:... "TheFBfSrOry*
(1959. Drama) James Stewart.

Whose Line Is Daily Show X 1 Wki Ben
II Anyway? (N)
[Stain's Money

Ml

*ovle: "8«erjwM!"(i999.Aalon|Arirj«Everhart Ann-con gala Strip Poke. ;h
Stereo)
unexpected nek) in her quest tor revenge. (In Stereo)
Pom to Rock
(In Stereo)

lot
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Did you hear the rumor about
the BG News website?
Yeah, so did we.
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Rumor has it that there will be
Crossword answers there.
But. hey, that's just a rumor.
The real stuff is hidden here.
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FACT:
Betsy Ross is the only
real person to ever
have been the head on
a Pez dispenser!!!
HA HA HA...P00-I5AH.'.'.'
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Parking
problems
persist
PARKING. FROM PAGE 1

board, the best way to avoid a ticket is to know and follow all of the
rules.
"When you register your car,
you should receive a map and list
of narking rules. The best way to
avoid a ticket is to read all of the
rules and regulations carefully,"
Majors said.
Although the appeals process is
changing for the better, Bender
said students are still getting tickets. He said in general most of the
tickets are for parking in the wrong
spot.
Anyone wishing to appeal a
ticket can pick up a form at
Parking Services or 450 Student
Services. They should then take
the completed form to the Office
of Student life in 405 Student
Services where they can sign up
for a court time. Traffic court is
held every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
The traffic appeals board is
accepting
applications
for
University and student representatives, There will also be an interview process in which students
can choose which side they want
to interview foe
Applications are due Friday,
Sept. 15 and can be picked up in
the USG office.

Sherly Crow's
front two teeth
are fake. She
had them
knocked ont
when she
tripped on the
stage earlier in
her career.

itv issues face students in card scandal
pany ever being on campus
before.
The person who directed this
incident of credit card solicitation, Hasan Kativ was also unregistered with campus.
No one from Student Services
and the office of student life was
able to comment
"It is important to remember
that your l.D. has all of your information on it," said Sgt. Gullufsen
of the BC.SU police department.
"You must protect that information."
Such cases are rare, but do
exist in BGSU police records as
occurring within the past three

years.
Student l.D.s can also be used
for fraud on campus.The l.D. acts
like a debit card, students can
have their l.D.s used by others to
make purchases unless someone
else checks the l.D. photo,
according to the BGSU police.
University Dining Services said
that cashiers in all dining halls
and convenient stores are trained
to specifically look at the photo
l.D.s and refuse to ring anyone
whose l.D. picture is in question.
I he Student Rcc Center reported
that photos and validation stickers are checked before a student
may enter the facility.
Campus officials are also
authorized to demand a second
l.D. upon purchase and refuse to

complete the transaction if there
is any question of identification.
However, in an on-campus poll
only one in eight l.D.s were
checked by campus officials for
purchases and SRC center admittance.
If a student feels there is aproblem with unauthorized l.D. use,
then purchases can be repealed if
proven to be fraud, according to
the bursar's office.
"It is rarely the case," said an
official of dining services.
She reported that most purchases that students inquire
about were purchased by the l.D.
holder and forgotten. Any convenient store purchase over $25 is
also authorized with a signature

on a receipt copy that is kept.
Neeley Lampus, SRC manager,
said that l.D.s are consistently
checked before a student enters
the facility. She said that only
seven to 10 cases of l.D.
Misrepresentation occurred last
year.
"Those students were dealt
with through the student code of
conduct," said Lampus.
l.D.s can also be used to open
credit card and checking
accounts which the student is
then liable for.
Students are not helpless, there
are ways for students to protect
themselves
"It is important to keep your
l.D. on you at all times," said

Gullufsen. If a student looses their
l.D. or believes it is stolen then the
student should report it immediately to the police. The student
also needs to call the office of the
bursar to make sure no purchases
have been made and also report it
to the office of registrar.
"The Bursar will record the student's information, deactivate the
card and issue a new card," said
Bill Mercer, student worker for
the Bursar's office.
Students also need to be apprehensive about giving out personal information to credit card companies and telemarketers.
"Protect your information,"
warns Singer. "Anyone can use
your personal information to do
anything."

1 st Olympic flag
Inner-city children lack
'gifts', religeon to succeed returned tattered
SPEAKER, FROM PAGE 1

of urban areas.
The first gift that children lack
is a result of government legislation. Due to welfare programs,
women are now able to have
children without a father there
to support the family. Children
often learn from a father's love
and discipline. F.ven if the family
is poor, the father can still make
a positive contribution to the
family.
"The father has the satisfaction of coming home from work,
knowing he has made a physical
difference in his family," Olasky
said.
The second gift was that chil-

dren of the 19th century were
taught to meet challenges and to
overcome them. The dependence on the welfare system
does not require children to rise
above their situation.
The third gift, however, taught
children how to be citizens.
"If we don't have the gifts, we
self-destruct," Olasky said.
He does believe there have
been mcritable efforts to better
the conditions of urban areas.
The government made a positive step by instituting welfare
reform. Welfare reform forces
people to become independent
of government aid and turn to
other sources for support, such
as the faith-based organizations

of the past
However, those in attendance
criticized Olasky for romanticizing the 19th century. They pointed out that the problems of the
19th century were similar to
those of the 21 st century.
Olasky said conditions have
improved and we must open
our eyes to such improvements.
He describes such improvements and the ideals of compassionate conservatism in his writing. He has written 13 books and
over 500 journal articles. In addition, he has contributed to USA
Today, The Wall Street loumal
and Investor's Business Daily.

The BG News
has positions
available for

COPY EDITORS

OLYMPICS. FROM PAGE 1

wheelchair-bound Prieste added.
"I won't be able to hang it up in my
room."
Prieste was an Olympic diving
medalist when he swiped the
white flag with its five rings from a
15-foot flagpole. The flag was
slightly discolored and tattered
where it was ripped from the flagpole, but was otherwise in good
condition.
— IOC SUIT: The organizers of
Salt Lake City's scandal-marred
2002 Winter Games could face a
libel suit from angry members of
the
International Olympic
Committee.
IOC
officials,
incensed by a secret dossier that
purportedly held tips on how to
bribe them, raised the question of
legal action at the opening session
of the IOC general assembly.
Although IOC officials later
played down the threat, IOC
ethics commission chairman
Keba Mbaye's reaction was quite

blunt.
"We think we should put an end
to such a practice," he said of the
dossier. "We need to condemn it
and see what sort of legal procedures we could initiate."
— DAY OFF: Demonstrators
outside a Melbourne hotel forced
the heavily favored U.S. men's
basketball team to cancel its practice Monday. The protesters
weren't angry at Vince Carter or
Alonzo Mourning; the hotel was
the site of the World Economic
forum, a meeting of top business
leaders from around the glot>e.
"We didn't want to take any
chances," said USA Basketball
spokesman Craig Miller, citing the
recognizability of the NBA stars.
The more anonymous U.S.
women's team opted to walk
through the crowds, board their
bus and hold a two-hour practice.
Their departure from the Crown
Casino and Hotel was delayed for
more than an hour.
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call 372-6966
and ask for an editor

E-mail a reporter today!
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CROSSWORD

Avoiding
Tickets
How does Page 3 avoid
getting parking tickets?
When the cop starts
scribbling feverishly on
the note pad simply jack
him from behind and
run off with the tickets.
Run like the wind and
don't ever look back.
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ACROSS
l duck km
5 Emulate eagles
9 Sorting
chaaOnge
u Lotion ngreov?nt

15 Nut

16 Portion ol bread
17 One on one's
aide
18 Funeral director
20 Oonifetof anew
22 Rayed dowers
23 Table scrap
» Anna, lot one
26 Otherwise
27 Type ol syrup
30 Gin cocktail
32 CMS and lever
33 F "rig-range
object
34 Turn left1
37 AhVmaive
38 Pom scoal
behavior

H" l^rM
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eaaaaal^^
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39 Wader s"
Town*
40 cigar residue
41 Goesin
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ptm +m** mm* urium **c

lrlZ/10

42 Skin opering

43
45
*6
48

Actor Meredith
Family car
Avoid
Gofer Ernie

6 Porter's
comment
7
8
9
10
11

49 Author Henwtg

Bears lacking in Michigan
KRISTALYN
SHEVFEIAND
Counter Culture
1 woke up in a bad mood on
Saturday. A "gct-the-hell-out-ofDodge-before-you-do-something-stupid" sort of mood. A
"I'm-gonna-kick-the-shit-out-ofyou-if-you-don't-stop-lookingat-me" sort of mood. A— Okay,
okay, a really bad mood.
There was no particular reason
for this mood, maybe it was my
allergies and the Benadryl-Gin
hangover, and it could have been
the fact that it was September.
Damned if I knew.
A little voice said, Go west,
young woman and I remembered that I had to call the exterminator about those roaches
before I could make my journey
out of boredom.
1 made a few calls, packed up
the car and I was just about
ready logo.Asifoncuethe
phone rang and I figured that I
might as well answer it, it just
might be important. It turned
out to be less, a fellow random
traveler. "Where arc you going
buddy?" she asked slowty.
I attempted to speak through
my sinuses, "Michigan. As far
north as I can get today. You
wanna come?" She agreed and I
was glad for the company, my
mom voice telling me that driving by myself North might not
be the greatest idea I ever had but
hey, 1 had my camera so at least
there would be photographic evidence.
Armed with tissues, three rolls
of black and white, camping gear
and a full tank of gas, we headed
into the Detroit metro area. Now
for some strange reason, I like
urban driving, but, if this is what
Michigan is like, I can tell why
Eminem is pissed.
There seems to be nothing but
construction zones, backed up
traffic and massive headaches.
So here we are and less is
doing her Billy Madison imitation as she hand puppets that all
construction workers should be
shot and then she starts talking
about shampoo.
Am 1 delirious yet?
"Maybe we should get off at
this exit," she said, lapsing out of
her character and I comply, feaning for the open road and so 696

it was, heading west, into the
great unknown.
Thanks to MSU I found a great
radio station and heard the new
Bare Naked Ladies song about 25
times before I picked up my cell
phone to check my messages at
home.
I returned a few phone calls
and confirmed my belief that
there would be no going back to
Bowling Green tonight. I hung up
and shrugged it off, knowing full
well that getting drunk while
being sedated with Benadryl was
not a good idea
Instead I pulled out the map
and noticed a large area of forest
just north of Muskegon, oh yeh, a
destination. Six hours, two
Snickers bars, a canteen of water,

McDonald's and a box of tissues
later we're at lake Michigan.
The owner of the campsite we
liked reminded me of a 1950s
dad, all worried about us girls
camping out here alone, must
have we were lesbians. "You're
from Bowling Green? Well now,
we don't have any rustics left but
I guess you could set up in a RV
site...'"
Yeh, yeh just give me the permit, I thought as I sniffled for the
millionth time. Twenty minutes
later... we picked out a site for the
evening and pitched the tentBy now the Benadryl had
kicked in full force and I was
ready to bust out my camera and
put my photography class to
work. 1 was soon to be rewarded,
because the world up by Stony
Lake was straightoutofmy
imagination. The colors of the
vineyards, cabbage and lettuce,
cherries, blueberries and a couple old shacks adorned the sun-

Hie Collegiate
Equivalent to Hell
on Earth

speckled arena like jewels. A
group of kids were playing on the
docks as we drove out to the
dunes passing a few swamps and
old men were fishing near the
swamps.

• Realizing your
magnetic poetry
spelled out
'doom' all by
itself.

The sun was just beginning to
set as we came upon the old
lighthouse, the moon risingjust
beyond it and the waves lapping
against the shore. A young family
was Dying kites as their daughter
rolled about in the sand, while a
group of teenage* were flirtine
with each other as they ran
about. There were also leprechauns and faeries floating
around but I figured I might just
be imagining those. Was that a
serpent in the water or a sailboat?

• Finding a jug
of milk in the
fridge you
stored last May.

And there I was, ready to set up
• my tripod, load the film and close
! my mind. My head stopped hurting for about a half-hour so that I
could play with the images that
God had set before me. I plowed
through all three rolls of film
doing my best Austin Powers imitation as I pretended that 1 knew
exactly what I wanted to capture.
I was absolutely convinced that I
was the next Ansel Adams Then
again, 1 also thought that there
were bears lurking in the dunes,
less had to remind that there are
no bears in Michigan, let alone
sand bears. There are however,
sand sharks, and they bite.
The sun had set and it was
I about 9 o'clock when we realize
I that we didn't pay too much
attention to the location of our
campsite. Too excited about seeing the dunes we had completely
forgotten how we had actually
gotten to the lake. A pitch black
world, dirt roads, my attitude,
and directions from the townies
eventually got us back to happy
camper land where I proceeded
to pass out
A rainy morning and another
headache started the following
day, which consisted of Meijer
donuts, chocolate milk, a little village named Paw Paw and a
whole lot of Dutch windmills.
The rain didn't stop until we had
passed Ann Arbor and headed
south on 23 back to normalcy
and Bowling Green-ness.
1 tried to piece my brain back
together as I rolled into town but
only animal urges remained. The
need to eat, blow my freaking
nose and go to sleep were my
only agenda
That satisfied, I decided that
next weekend I'd go south.

50 Customer
52 Proofs of age
56 Twist together

PROBLEMS?

Annex
Cereal giase
Macn*|ets
Typewriter rotter
ProbaWrtv

12 B*ery workers
13 Concise
19 WiW talkers
21 Anger
?4 Gam cont'ol ove<
25Goarlers
27 Yucatan people

59 Neapolitan
dough
60 Notaght
61 wntet l-erber
62 Russian ruler
63 Hues
64 Discard

28
29
30
31
33

65 Abonwiable
snowman
DOWN
1 Carsons
predecessor
2 French pronoun
3 Gun
manufacture4 Eavesdropper's
post
5 Darmg teat

Matures
Circuit controller
Fireplace she*.
mthebag
1 oocrvng at a
single pom

35 Distinctive
atmosphere

About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 35 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

52 Tiavekv's
stopovers
53 Get up
54 Mid oath
55 Bombay wrap

45 CuFde-

36 ftinjrtousc ncstor
38 Sea of France
42 Punishment
imposed
44 CM dasturbance

46 Mak nor to cry
over**
47 Vietnamese
capital

57 Morslen

49 Concepts
51 Rawrnnerais

58 Altar words

OHIO WEATHER

• Being busted
by the RA for
cohabitating
with a kitty and
a George
Forman Grill.

Tuesday, September 12
AccuWeathcr* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

•The blotter
including your
name in relation
with anything.

WORD OF THE DAY

GREGARIOUS
Pronounciation:
gri • 'gar • E • 3s
Function: adjective
Etymology: Latin gregarius,
of a flock or herd.
Date: 1668
la: tending to associate
with others of one's kind:
Ik marked or indicating a
liking for companionship;
C: of or relating to a social
group;
2a: of a plant; b: living in
contiguous nests but not
forming a true colony;
3: something to do with
monks chanting; we don't
quite understand it, but we
love their albums.

I POflMlwuwTfo-'AW' | *£g
c 2000 AccuWeather. tnc

Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-storm

Rim

Flumes

Snow

THREE-DAY FORECAST

"On my income tax
1040 it says'Check this
box if you are blind.'
I wanted to put a
check mark about
three inches away."

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

©

&

Sunny

Mostly
Cloudy

Showers

High: 75"
Low: 55*

High: 73'
Low: 52"

High: 64"
Low: 48"

ANSWERS

TOM LEHRER
MUSICIAN, PROFESSOR, MATHEMATICIAN,
AND ANONYMOUS

Did you hear the rumor about
the BG News website?
Yeah, so did we.
Rumor has it that there will be
Crossword answers there.
But, hey, that's just a rumor.
The real stuff is hidden here.
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CBS Evening
NtwaX

Wheel ol
fortune I

CB
©

News IT.

ABC Wurld

Entertainment Hollywood
Tonight X
Squares JI
Ore»Caray(ln Freeier "Seal
Steieoll
of Power X
Hewthour With Jim Lehrer X

©
CD
€0
©

Newe Tonight
News*
Will 10 Reafl:
Estel Simmon-

BBC World
News
Simpeom tin

ZSr

3uslne« Rpt.

Jeopardy! X

|

8:00

|

ft:30

««shour Wilh Jim Lehrer JJt

Business Rpt

Sleiaol I

Mad About
Selnleld The
You "Outbreak" Mue*a

Simpions (In
Stereo) X

Simpaona (In
Stereo) X

Frlendslln
Stereo) X
Friends X

ftiendllln
Stereo) X

Big Brother (N)|LadleaMan
(In Stereo) X |"12 Angry Kids"
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire
(In Stereo) X
3rd Rock From the Sun The
Big Giant Head Returns Again"
Grand Canyon- "A Naked Plane1
Special" (N) (Ir, Stereo) I)
Grand Canyon. "A Naked Planel
Special-(N) (In Stereo) X
Thai 70s
TIlua
"Inlen-ention"
ShowX
Moeshs The
GrownUps .n
Matchmaker
Stereo) X

I

5:00

(1 M

1

Obsessed
Movie- .... "VertOo"I19SI, Mystery) James Stewart. K<n Novak. Barbara Bel
With Vertigo X Geooes. A delect/ve with a tear of he»>ils lass lot his quarry. X
Daily Show II IWIn Ben
Movie .t "MeaiMas Plitir [NM, Comedy) Richard Mulligan
Don't Forget- Whose Line Is
COM
It Anyway? IN)
[Steln'i Money The Camp Sasquatch gang laces rivals In a boxing match
TooDlbruitl
FBI Files A 14-year-old runaway
Wild Discovery' Croci Down
Dn the Inside Texas Rangers
New Detectives 'Women Who
DISC
Legendary Lawmen'
is lound dead si an Illinois bam
Under
K 1"
Spontctnttr 3T
Skateboarding: Tony Hawks
Japanese Sumo Wrestling (N) Baaeball Tonight |N)
Dan Marino: Heart of a
ESPN
Skaiepark Tour.
Champion (N)
HOtfc: an "Siviin.|jl»"(1993.Cornao»PaulySrior« A cwd
Real Sports (Season Premiere)
Movie: .', Hue Sran" 11999) A ihal poses as Umosl
HBO brrgs her surf-tnindad pal homa 10 Iht larm (In Stereo) 'PQ-13' X a cop lo relieve a hidden diamond 'PG-13' X
Famoua: First Dan*l Snyrjer. Bela Karoryi. X
In Search Ol
h Se*ch 01
20th Century "Crisis in Space.
Mysteries of Devil's Triangle* Search and ReacueN) (Part 2 Hoover Dam How me Hoover
HIST
Pc-jr11"
The Rea' Slory ol Apollo f3"
Dam was conceived and Doif. 31
Birruni War
Of 4) IB
Tribe Time
Baaeball
Haior League Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Cleveland InOans Jacobs Field (Live)
National Sports Report
FS0 Todly
Sltdttl "luck ol the Draw" (In
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HeSakLSheSaid
"It sounds like Al Gore is trying to distance himself from
any political fallout the Hollywood money might be giving
to his campaign."

0PM(1

LARRY MAKINSON, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR RESPONSIVE
POLITICS. ON AL GORE'S STAND ON VIOLENCE IN THE MEDIA

EDITORIAL

ID protection lacking on campus
On the first day of classes, an
unauthorized company, The
College Credit Card Company,
was illegally scanning students'
IDs. They told students they
needed to take digital photos of
their IDs so the students could
get the credit card. The problem
was not discovered until eight
hours later when ITS head Toby
Singer came across the situation.
"That information can be used
for anything." Singer said. "The
IDs can be used to make fake
IDs, get other credit cards and
; checking accounts opened in the

YOU DECIDE

ID holder's name. It can even be
sold to telemarketers."
When questioned by Singer.
Student Services said the company was not authorized to be on
campus. Well, that's all fine and
good, but just because they are
unauthorized doesn't mean that
they won't try to get away with it.
So why was this company let
on campus? A lot of students
gave personal information to a
company, and what did the
University do to stop it? It took an
ITS employee to figure out something was wrong before anything

Is the University doing an
adequate job of protecting
student IDs? Let us know
what you think at
bgnewsC'?listproc.bgsu edu

was done What if Singer had
never passed by? How many
more students would have given
out their personal information?
And outside companies coming in is not the only identityprotection problem we have on

easy for anyone to steal other
students IDs and use them at
their discretion to get anything
they want. Does this sound like it
is in the best interest of the students?
Now some places at the
University do check. The
University Bookstore will even go
asfarastoaskforother forms of
ID to verify shaky looking IDs.
But shouldn't it be this way all
over campus?
One slogan the University has
used over the past few years is
Students First." Well, if the

campus. Many places on campus
don't even check student IDs
when charging things to students' bursar accounts One of
our reporters, working on the ID
theft story, visited several dining
halls, using different people's
University IDs to try to obtain
food. She selected people of different races and genders. In most
of the dining halls, no one
checked the card to see if it was
hers. And when they did ask. she
said she knew it wasn't hers and
they scanned it anyway.
This negligence aLso makes it

University wants to put students
first, they should be looking out
for us, making sure people aren't
stealing our IDs.
If it means keeping all outside
credit card companies off campus, we think most students
would welcome not having people bugging them wnen they are
going to class. It should also
mean checking and double
checking student IDs at the dining halls.
ID theft is a very serious subject and it should be handled
more strictly by the University.

The mystery
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Canned
coach
deserved fate
Bobby Knight was fired on
Sunday. Was that a surprise to
some of you?
It wasn't to this person. In my
opinion, he should have been
fired in May.
His style of coaching is what,
about 30 years old? Just because
he won the Olympics and has
had a winning season at Indiania
University does not give him the
right to get physical with his players or toss chairs across the
courts.

In this day and age. we have a
little thing called a time out. He
should try it. I use it for my son
and it works. If a player screws
up. on or off the court, he should
be put in the corner for his time
out, or should we send Bobby
Knight to the comer?
There is no doubt that he will
return to coaching basketball,
but I really hope for the players'
sake that he learns to control his
temper
I love the game, but I would
never play for him because I
would be too scared to screw
up, for the coach (Bobby
Knight) might choke me or rip
my arm off.
If he is going to talk the talk
and walk the walk, he really

should act the act. Today, everything is about professionalism.
lodd M. Prickc

Do you think Bobby
Knight should have
been fired?

lfridce@bgnet bgsued

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited fa length.
Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or amettj@bgnet.bgsu.cdu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

The Opinion Page is seeking guest columnists who actually have something to say and
can present it in a coherent manner, in such
a way that it might rile people up. If something is keeping you up nights, write.
We're practically always here.
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SORRY, COACH

MOLLY ADAMS
SOPHOMORE
RECREATION TOURISM

"Yes. He disrespected
people."

JESSICA THEIS
JUNIOR
PSYCHOLOGY

"I'm torn, because he
added character to
college basketball, but
he was disrespectful."

KNICIHT!

THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY
TRIBAL COUNCIL
HAS VOTED YOU
OFF THE Xt—.

DREW WILLIAMS

SOPHOMORE
COMPUTER ART
"I think so. He was so
uptight. It was upsetting everyone."

BERNIE SAVARESE
GRAD STUDENT
STUDENT PERSONNEL

Bofc&Y
KNIGHT

"No, because I think
he tried to bring
decency and integrity
to the sport. He
stressed education
and personal integri-
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210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
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Ohio 43403

Phone:

(419) 372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews®listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
\J\ JEFF HINDENACH,
HINDER

of the woman

AT ISSUE What is the difference between the humble,
the stupid a.nd the Supreme Court justices?
I'm beginning to think that
there's no more mysterious a
creature than the human
woman, lest it be the Loch Ness
Monster or the Swamp Thing.
Science fiction can explain these
phenomena with dramatic precision, but no one can explain
women.
Women are summed up pretty
easily in the Bible and history
classes as little servants with
physical charms that are out of
this world. Each history professor
takes time to explain that the
women had no rights, of course.
They were possessions, passed
along with a dowry that made her
a bargain.
This makes a person think.
Specifically, this makes a person lie in bed well into the wee
hours of the morning worrying
about about harems and
Colorado City, Arizona.
Colorado City is made up
mostly of polgymist families. A
man often marries one wife legal ly, then tacks her "sister-wives"
on unofficially.
In one case, a very tiny husband had 13 wives and 25 children. The wives worked together
like elves, sharing the work generated from almost 40 people living under one roof.
The very tiny husband sat at
the head of the table, dwarfed by
his wives and an array of offspring. He seemed to look upon
them like a rare, fine tropical fish
collection darting around mindlessly within the confines of a
tank he provided. He'd scoop up
and fondle the occasional child,
then send them waddling off to
find a toy.
The women could have left this
harem-like existence and gotten
jobs as oil tycoons or Supreme
Court justices. Instead, they
chose to live in blissful servitude
to their one, very tiny husband.
How mysterious.
Then there is the harem.
Women in parts of the world are
apparently sequestered on separate floors, where their main job
is to wait.
These harems usually belong
to one .nan. again, and he governs their dairy lives and chooses
them at will for the honor of
sleeping with him. Apparently
this IS an honor, for, like the
women in Colorado City, they
choose to comply.
Why do women do it?
My friend said. "I don't think

MICHELLE
REITER
Assistant Opinion Edito
they have a choice."

No choice? The very essence of
humanity is choice. People might
be inherently selfish and dominating, but human beings are
able to change. They might be
docile and weak-spirited, but
they can learn to fight back.
The contributions of both
women and men deserve equal
respect, as the world couldn't
have continued without both.
People who allow themselves to
be considered less than human,
or perhaps an inferior human,
are considered exactly that.
Women allowed this for thousands of years; they still do in
parts of the world today.
How mysterious.
My brain has been churning
on maximum overdrive as far
back as I can remember, and I
can't imagine thinking of myself
as less than human. I would be
even less likely to stand for It in
someone else.
Since women began to speak
up. they've've managed to
become doctors, lawyers.
Supreme Court justices, business
owners, politicians and everything else, while still being wives
and mothers.
How mysterious
I don't know if the willingness
to believe you're an idiotic, lesser
creature comes from deep humility or plain stupidity. If It's mere
obedience, I choose stupidity. If
coming first or having the most
respect just isnt important to
you. maybe it's humility
It's also possible that the
women are actually happy.
Hm.
Whatever, I have decided that If
any organization moves HERE
and demands that I quit school,
go straight home and bake lots of
bread, I'm going to purchase illegal firearms, roam the streets and
drink a great deal of beer.
And it's only because of ready
plans like these that I get any
sleep at all.

Michelle Reiter can be reached
at relterm@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Prisoners lose their typewriters
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Louisiana prison inmates are
losing their typewriters, a move that the state's corrections chief said will improve security. But the wife of
the prison inmate who helped expose a pardon-selling
scandal said she believes the move is aimed at preventing prisoners from writing the media.

NATION

Firestone runs into more problems
By Scott ThomsMi
ASSOCIATED PRESS «Rll(R

PHOENIX
While
Bridgestone/Firestone said serious safety concerns arose only
this year, the tiremaker as far back
as 1996 took complaints of tread
separations and blowouts in
Arizona seriously enough to send
a half-dozen engineers on a special inspection mission and to
help pay for replacing a wrecked
vehicle.
According to government officials interviewed by The
Associated Press and state records
examined by AP, the complaints
from state agencies that relied
heavily on light trucks, such as the
Game and Fish Department, were
numerous and specific in pointing out tread separation problems
and blowouts.
Setting a pattern for its
response over the next four years,
the tiremaker said it could find no
specific defect responsible for the
tire failures and suggested drivers
were underinflating their tires,
overloading their vehicles or otherwise misusing the tires. Some
agencies rejected the explanation
and started relying on other
brands
years
before
Bridgestone/Firestone would
announce its recall of 6.5 million
tires in August
Among the models Game and
Fish experienced problems with
were certain Firestone Rrehawk
ATX tires, which had blown out so
often employees had their own
name for them.
"We
called
them
'Deathhawks," said Dave Conrad,
a field supervisor. "Almost every
one of our guys had one of those
tires go bad on them."
Firestone paid $20,000 toward
replacing a Ford Bronco owned by
the Yuma County Sheriffs Office

in Arizona after officials there
pressed a 1996 claim against the
company following a tread separation accident involving thenwatch commander Lewis H.
Wilbur.
Wilbur, now a deputy, was out
of work with injuries for two
months after the June 1996 crash.
"They're just now realizing they
had a problem? That's bull," he
said. "They knew four years ago."
"Why would they pay for
another vehicle if they didn't know
they had a problem?" he said.
On
Monday,
Firestone
spokesman Dan Adomitis said
that he was unfamiliar with the
details of the company's 1996
activities in Arizona but that
Firestone took appropriate action
by investigating the complaints.
"Probably these tires were Roing
off road into some fairly rugged
terrain on a regular basis,"
Adomitis said. "That doesn't necessarily tell you something is
going on in manufacturing"
Adomitis said it is not unusual
for a manufacturer to resolve
product problems to maintain
customer satisfaction, especially
when a lawenforcement agency is
involved. "But it doesn't mean the
entire line had problems warranting a retail."
The company in August
recalled three light truck and sport
utility vehicle tire models — size
P235/75R15 Firestone Radial ATX
Radial ATXJI and Wilderness AT.
That followed reports of accidents, dozens of them fatal, in
which the tread peeled off.
Last week. NHTSA urged consumers to replace other sizes of
the Wilderness AT and ATX as weU
as other models — the Firehawk
ATX. ATX 23 Degree, Widetrack
Radial Baja and Widetrack Radial
BajaA/S.

Associated Pros Ptioto

TIRES: Joan Claybrook, president of the consumer advocacy group Public Citizen, points to defective Firestone tires as she testifies before
the Senate Appropriations transportation subcommittee on Capital Hill. The panel is investigating the current recall of Firestone's ATX and
Wilderness tires.
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Ex-con wins $60
million in lottery

Astronauts complete mission
By C. Bryson Ho*

It was deliberate travel, slowed
by a multitude of obstructions
SPACE CENTER Houston — like antennas and docking tarAn American astronaut and a gets. Astronaut Daniel Burbank,
Russian cosmonaut drifted out of watching from inside the cockpit,
space shuttle Atlantis early guided Lu and Malenchenko up
Monday for a climb up the inter- the stack.
national space station that was
"Watch your head," Burbank
more spacehike than spacewalk. ordered. "Don't move right. Bring
Edward
Lu
and
Yuri your legs straight up ... Watch
Malenchenko made the grueling your right foot. Put your feet up."
The two men needed to scale
ascent to lay cable and install a
boom for a navigation unit on the the Russian service module
exterior of the 140-foot station. Zvezda to erect a 61 /2-foot boom
They carried the bundled cables for a compass and to install nine
on their backs, along with the power, data and television cables
between it and the other Russian
boom and their tools.
The spacewalkers ventured an module, Zarya.
Russia installed the compass,
astounding 105 feet to 110 feet
from Atlantis' cargo bay, where which measures Earth's magnetic
the space station had been field, too close to Zvezda's metal
anchored for the past day. It was hull, knocking the instrument's
the farthest distance any NASA readings off. NASA had asked
spacewalker had ventured while from the start that the compass,
called a magnetometer, be
tethered.
"Got a great view back at the equipped with an extendable
nose of the shuttle," said Lu, who boom, but the Russian space
was on his first spacewalk. His program declined because of a
partner performed spacewalks lack of money, Hess said.
NASA discovered another
while living aboard Russia's Mir
space station.
small problem on Zvezda on
The spacewalk official inside Monday: a jammed solar panel
Mission Control, Mike Hess, on one of its wings. The panel did
likened the foray to working on not unfold following launch of
the 11th story of a 13-story build- the module, and NASA may have
ing — with a much better view, to fix the problem on a later visit.
230 miles above Earth.
Atlantis linked up with the staTo get to the top of the tower- tion as the spacecraft soared
ing station, Lu and Malenchenko above Kazakstan 6n Sunday, endfirst took a 40-foot ride on the ing a two-day chase complicated
shuttle robot arm. Then they slightly by a failed navigation
ascended hand over hand like device aboard the shuttle.
rock climbers, clipping and Atlantis was going to take advanunclipping their tethers like tage of the linkup and give the
climbing ropes as they moved up. station an orbital boost of about 3
ASSOCIATED CHESS WRITER

By Connie Matin
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

AUSTIN, Texas — A former
Texas insurance commissioner
who went to prison in the 1970s
for a pension hind scam that
rocked
state
government
stepped forward Monday to
claim a $60 million lottery jackpot.
John Osorio. who is in his late
70s, and the woman he is sharing
the jackpot with presented the
ticket at the Texas Lottery
Commission before being
whisked away. The ticket must
be validated before the two are
declared the winners.
In 1972, Osorio was convicted
of embezzling $641,000 from an
insurance company's pension
fund. Osorio was a businessman
at the time. He served 14 months

in prison.
Osorio, now a lawyer in the
Dallas area, was Texas insurance'
commissioner from 1955 to
1957.
Because of the 1971 scandal,
nearly
all
high-ranking'
Democratic state officials were
voted out of office in 1972.
A former Texas attorney general was also charged in the scandal but was not convicted. The
case led to reforms in laws governing campaign finance reporting, open records and open
meetings.
Earlier this year, former Dallas
Cowboys
star
Thomas
"Hollywood" Henderson, who
wrecked his football career with
drug use and bottomed out in
prison, won a $28 million Texas
lottery jackpot.

Assault!! Press Photo

SHUTTLE: The space shuttle Endeavour blasts off from Kennedy
Space Center, Fla.
miles Monday.
The seven astronauts and cosmonauts will enter the complex
Tuesday to haul in thousands of
pounds of supplies for the first
residents, due in November.

At the Kennedy Space Center
in Florida, meanwhile, NASA
moved space shuttle Discovery to
the launch pad Monday for an
Oct. 5 liftoff on a station-assembly mission.

Associated Press Photo

LOTTERY: Texas lotto jackpot winners Lois Loden, right, and John
Osorio speak with the media.

ATTENTION ALL JOURNALISM
MAJORS AND MINORS:
THERE WILL BE AN SPJ MEETING
TONIGHT AT 9 P.M.
IN 121 WEST HALL

Joke of the Day.

The BG News
is hiring for fall semester!
news writers, sports writers,
opinion columnists,
photographers,
copy editors,
graphic designers

There are only
two kinds of people
in the world, those
that can count and
those that cannot.

Meet Owens Corning representatives and learn about
the Company and its career opportunities
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Deferring taxes with
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OPEC tries to reduce gas prices
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Oil futures surged to a new
10-year high Monday amid widespread skepticism
about OPEC's plan to reduce prices by pumping an
additional 800,000 barrels of crude daily. Within hours
of OPEC's announcement it would boost its official
output by 3 percent.
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Women raped
during Robot capture
He said the raped women did
not want their namer, disclosed
but wanted the incidents to be
made public. "They were of the
opinion that it had to be made
public, without names, so that
the world would know what
Robot had done," Vahanen said,
referring to rebel leader Ghalib
"Robot" Andang.
"It was quite surprising
because otherwise we were
treated in a proper way," he said
in the interview conducted
before leaving the Philippines.
The four former hostages'
arrival in Tripoli, which followed
their release Saturday, came
amid fears that fat Libyan payoffs
would only encourage more
hostage taking.

By Sarah El Deed
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TRIPOLI, Libya—A plane carrying four former hostages freed
by Muslim rebels in ihe
Philippines arrived Monday in
Tripoli, and one of them said
their captors raped some of the
female hostages.
Risto Vahanen, a Finn who
was among 21 captives held for
as many as 140 days in the
Philippine jungle, told Finnish
MTV3 in an interview aired
Monday that they were powerless to help the women.
"Some, a few, women there
were, treated in an inappropriate
manner," Vahanen said, and
answered "yes" when asked if
they had been raped.
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CHILDREN: Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy chats with children at the Hotel Fort Garry in Winnipeg Sunday at the International
Conference on War-Affected Children.

Victims share stories with peers
By David Foster
ASSOCIATED PRESS HIRI1ER

WINNIPP.G. Manitoba — Last
year, at age 17, Rosamond was
abducted by rebels in her native
Sierra Leone, then raped, beaten
and forced to labor in a rebel
camp where she witnessed murders and mutilations.
This week, she is sleeping in a
fine hotel in this peaceful city on
the Canadian prairie, hobnobbing with youths from other wartorn nations. They go bowling
They lake riverboat tours. And
they recount chilling tales of (he
worst of human nature, as seen
through the eyes of children.
The conference on helping
youth traumatized by war —
sponsored by the Canadian government and drawing 800 youth
and adults from more than KM)
countries—has the usual experts
in tweeds, bureaucrats in suits
and stacks of background papers

filled with grim statistics: 2 million children killed worldwide by
war in the past decade: 5 million
injured: 300,000 forced to serve as
child soldiers.
But with their often gniesome
first-person accounts and their
earnest beliefs that future atrocities can be prevented, the young
people inject a raw blend of horror and hope to the proceedings.
"How do you build peace
when the next generation has
slaughtered the previous generation, and many in the next generation are missing a limb because
a colleague has chopped it off?"
asked Steven Morris, spokesman
for the Canadian International
Development Agency, a co-sponsor of the conference. "These are
problems that may never be
solved."
Don't tell that to the teen-agers
who have come here from trou-

bled spots around the globe: Sri
Lanka, Uganda, Colombia,
Angola. Sudan.
Diana Ibrahim. 18, said her
family fled to Canada from Sudan
after enduring government persecution. Her father, a businessman, would disappear for days at
a time, taken for questioning. He
would return with scarred fingers, refusing to talk about those
marks of torture.
Grace Acayo, 18, said she was
abducted at age 13 by rebels with
the Lord's Resistance Army in
Uganda. For three years, she was
forced to Fight for the rebels'
cause, laying land mines and
serving as one of 11 "wives" to a
rebel commander. She said she
was forced to kill her cousin,
explaining: "If you don't kill, they
will kill you."
Rosamond asks that her last
name not be used to reduce her

chances of being killed when she
returns to Siena Leone, where
civil war has driven half the
nation's 5 million people from
their homes and forced nearly
3.000 children into duty as soldiers, laborers or sex slaves —
mostly for the Revolutionary
United Front rebel army.
Tall
and
handsome,
Rosamond wears her hair in
comrow braids that sweep back
neatly from her face. She has a
wide, gushing smile that erupts
frequently, especially as she
describes a weeK of firsts: her first
airplane ride, her first foray out of
steamy West Africa.
"I love this place!" she exults
about Winnipeg, sitting in a hotel
restaurant. "I love the people. I
love everything. Very different
from home. The buildings, the
weather. We don't have so much
cold. We have all our warm
clothes on here."

Associated Press Photo

HOSTAGES: Renate and Werner Waller! stand under the belltower
In front of the Stefanus church In Goetlingen.
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GET READY

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

425 E. Wooster
(Behind Dairymart)

354-6166
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TO FLOCK

OMHIMOVE

BA 1007 Tuesday Sept. 12, 9:30

Eating & Moving for Health & Joy! ;
Join a new group at The Wellness Connection called,
"On the Novel" Receive support and guidance In
learning how to create a healthier lifestyle with tips
on eating more healthfully, exercising, * Improving
body Image.
Meetings on Wednesdays
S«pt. 87 - Nov. IS
3:30 - 5:00 P.M.
Conference Room, The Wcllncts Connection
Student Health Service
$10 Fee Due By September SO

Moil,' A Tihirs. 12-8
TutMi^k-i. 10-5
Special Hows upon request
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Bowling Green State University
Counseling Center
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ADULT NOVELTIES & TOYS. MASSAGE
OILS. GELS. LINGERIE. DANCE WEAR,
SHOES, BOOTS, MEN'S SEXY WEAR,
LEATHER ACCESSORIES & MOST
CURRENT MAGAZINE ISSUES.

leister Now* j
Call 372-9355 j

tot

Saturday, Sept. 16, 2000
10:00 a.m. -4:15 p.m.

TO RENT OR BUY!

■ TUESDAY tH«U THURSDAY RENTALS ARE S2 00

«ff

For further information or to register,
please call 372-2081
BGSU Counseling Center
Division of Student Affairs
320 Saddlcmire Student Services Bldg.

1

Class size b limrtcd [
to 15 students. ■

I

This retreat is bring partially aupported by funding for Women's Health Month
from Ohio Department <rf Health, Bureau of Health Promotion and Ruk
Reduction, Women's Health Section.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL: BUCKEYES HOST REDHAWKS SATURDAY. PAGE 10
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DAWSON OUT
Jajuan Dawson never could I
have imagined that the ninth
catch of his rookie season may
have been his last.
Dawson. a wide receiver from
Tulane, suffered a broken left collarbone while catching a 10-yard
pass during the Cleveland
Browns' 24-7 win Sunday over
the Cincinnati Bengals.
Dawson, who was leading
Cleveland with nine receptions,
could be out for 10 weeks.
"You don't want to rush it by
coming back too early." he said.
"It's the kind of bone that can
break again. Hopefully, my bones
will heal quickly."

TUESDAY
September 12,
2000
BOWtING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

O-line, secondary big concerns
Mazur expected back for Temple this Saturday; Blackney impressed with run defense, which only allowed 36 yards rushing
By Pete Stella
SP0RIS fDltOB

Eric
Cassano
Staff Writer

Nobody's
fault in
firing but
Knight's
Friends, Romans, Buckeyes.
Hoosiers: lend me your ears. I
am here today not to bury
Caesar. I am here today to give
the Caesar of Indiana basketball,
Bobby Knight, a fitting eulogy for
the death of his career in
Bloomington; respectful, dignified, not in the least bit emotional.
Whether you classified him as
a dictator, king, high priest or
jackass, personal feelings must
get pushed aside for this service.
His Indiana career gets a stonefaced 21-gun salute, but no tears
at its passing. He was a great
coach for 20 years with three
national titles, Including the
1976 Hoosiers, the last National
Champions to go undefeated.
He won gold in Los Angles at the
1984 Olympics, in the pre
"Dream Team" era. He placed
emphasis on education, graduating many of his players.
However, like any hard-headed, self-assured competitor, he
refused to admit he was slipping.
More than a half-decade of consecutive first-round exits in the
NCAA Tournament did not sway
him. Instead, it fueled a kind of
descent into madness. What was
once "exuberance" turned into
"abrasiveness," "anger," "insensitiviry" and finally he was "out of
control." He was given a zerotolerance policy with his behavior. He broke it. He was fired.
Reportedly, Knight was enraged
when told of his dismissal.
Understandable, considering he
had given 30 years of his life to
the job.
However, his firing was the
exact kind of cold, calculating,
cause-and-effect relationship
that Knight used to justify most
everything controversial during
his career. Assault allegations on
a Puerto Rican policeman during the 1979 Pan-Am Games?
Self-defense. Bringing a whip
into the limelight in 1992 and
going so far as to pose for a picture mock-lashing Calbert
Chaney? His ow i brand of dark
humor. Berating an NCAA official who misinformed a group of
reporters that he would not be
attending a post-game press
conference in 1995 in front of
dozens of rolling cameras? Well,
the official screwed up and
deserved it. Players that transferred out of Indiana like Neil
Reed and Luke Recker? Couldn't
handle Bobby Knight basketball
And the beat goes on in more
documented incidents.
Knight harbored grudges
when talent left, or was driven
out of Indiana. Shortly after
Recker transferred to Arizona, he
was involved in a serious auto
accident. Recker needed stitches
to close a gash on his face, but
the accident left his then-girlfriend paralyzed from the waist
down and his friend mute and
quadriplegic from brain damage.
Knight called Recker s girlfriend,
but never Recker. His reason?
"He wasn't hurt that bad."
Knight was the one hurting.
His empire crumbled around
him. He tried to show that he
was not the one to blame, that it
was the fauIt of players that
couldn't handle his brand of basketball and old-school discipline,
BYE BYE, PAGE 10
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BG coach Gary Blackney was
not happy in Saturday's post
game press conference.
His Falcons dropped their second game in a row in a 34-16 loss
to Pittsburgh and the same problems, which held the Brown and
Orange back against Michigan,
surfaced again Saturday; the
youth of the offensive line and
the poor play of the secondary
against top caliber receivers.
"We are just trying to look
optimistically at where we are
back there [secondary) and I am

hoping, with, the exception of
Marshall, we are not going to see
wide receivers like we have seen
the past couple of weeks,"
Blackney said. "We probably
have seen four guys who are
going to be in the NFL. We just
didn't match up with those guys."
The offensive line was dealt
another blow when back-upcenter John Mazur left the game. He
was diagnosed with a shoulder
injury but will be expected back
In time for next Saturday's game
vs. Temple. But Blackney was
pleased with the way fifth year
senior center Matt Tyla filled in.
"We just need to get the offen-

sive line playing better together,
get them to be more physical. We
need to run the football, because
of our wide receiver situation."
According to Blackney. the
positives of the game fell in the
lap of the BC run defense. The
Falcons held the Panthers to 36
yards rushing on 35 attempts
and caused four fumbles, three
which found the way into the
arms of BG defenders.
"Defensively, I thought our
defense against the run was terrific." he said. "We got a lot of
pressure on the passer, we forced
fo' ir fumbles and recovered three
and under normal circum-

stances, the defensive effort at
least against the run, is probably
good enough to win."
Overall, Blackney. a secondary
coach for 17 years, wants his
defensive backs to compete at
the level he knows they can.
"If you break Saturday's game
down, basically you eliminate
the rushing game, the sacks are
even, we've got more turnovers
but the biggest point of depar
ture is their wideouts against our
secondary. If you just isolate
everything, that's the composite
part of the game. They've got
three or four good wide receivers
going against our comers. And

^DAKICH

we were without our receivers to
counter."
Awards
Junior college transfer David
Bautista was named Offensive
Player of the Week and defensive
lineman Brandon Hicks took
home the Defensive Player of the
Week accolades. Bautista netted
109 yards receiving and one
touchdown and Hicks accounted
for three tackles and three sacks,
totaling 18 yards lost.
Long
snapper
Ryan
Diepenbrock finished out the
awards of the week with as the
Special Teams Player of the Week.

Indiana wants to
keep it in the family.
Is Dakich the man
for the job?

LEAVE?
COMMENTARY
DAKICH PROFILE:
PLAYER: Competed as a Hoosier fa four years,
served as captain for both his junior (83-84) and
senior (84-85) seasons Averaged 5.2 points his
senior year and is best known for defensive effort
against Michael Jordan in Indiana's upset of North
Carolina in the 1984 NCAA East Regional
COACHING: Spent 12 seasons as assistant coach
and became top assistant in 1990. Won a national
title in 1986-1987 season and four Big Ten titles
BG: Began tenure on April 21.1997. first year,
Falcons went 10-16 overall and 7 11 in the MidAmerican Conference. Second year, 18-10 overall,
12-6 MAC. Last season, 22-8 overall, 14-4 MAC.
East Division
Champions

KM u*n*i«e BG News (R) Associated Press (I)

TWO HOOSIERS: Left former Indiana head basketball coach Bob Knight reacts to watching his team
lose. Right BG head coach Dan Dakich speaks to the
Anderson Arena crowd after former Falcon forwards
Anthony Stacey and Dave Esterkamp set records. The
Brown and Orange went on to win the MAC East.

Former Hoosier, who spent 16 years at IU, could face tough call
By Pete Stella
SPORTS (0II0R
First of all, I am not starting rumors.
I do not know if BG men's basketball
coach Dan Dakich is interested in the
Indiana head coaching vacancy left
open by Sunday s firing of Bob Knight.
But for someone that spent 16 seasons as a player and a coach for the
Hoosiers, the idea to succeed his men -

tor one day has to have always been in
the back of his mind.
"After spending 16 years as a player
and an assistant for Coach Knight at
Indiana, I am saddened by his recent
removal," Dakich said, in a press
release. "It was because of Coach
Knight that I decided to become a college basketball coach. I was fortunate
to begin such a career after I graduated from his basketball program."

I do know that a school like Indiana,
with such a rich basketball tradition,
would want to "keep it in the family,"
as North Carolina did when Bill
Guthridge resigned and former Notre
Dame coach Matt Doherty stepped in.
The Hoosiers are going to name an
interim head coach for this season
then start a national search for next
season. Two of Knights assistants are
up for the interim job and by requests

BG split over weekend
By Derek McCord
SWF WRITER
The annoying gorilla was
thrown off of the Bowling Green
Men's soccer team backs as they
finally got themselves a victory.
The Falcons, after three
straight 2-1 losses, put three balls
in the net and let only a penalty
kick go in as they defeated CocaCola Panther Invitational hosts
Wisconsin-Milwaukee for their
first victory of the 2000 season.
After sitting out Saturday's
match against Wisconsin-Green
Bay, senior midfielder Matt
Lyons scored his second goal in
three matches in the 40 minutes
against Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Scott TUford was credited with

an assist.
I think Matt was frustrated
after not playing on Saturday
and I think in his mind he could
have helped the team," Bowling
Green Men's soccer coach Mel
Mahler said. "He came out really ready to play on Sunday and
scored a great goal. Matt has
proven to be a really good goal
scorer. He has good vision and
composure on the ball"
Before this season Lyons had
only three goals in 45 NCAA
matches.
In the 60th minute Detrick
Matthews scored his third career
goal to put the Falcons up 2-0.
Fred Degand. wrapped up the
Falcon scoring In the 68th
linute with a header that was

r

of the Hoosier players, one of them
will be named soon.
On SportsCenter, Dakich's named
surfaced as one of the top people to
take over the helm at Bloomington,
along with fellow Indiana alum Steve
Alford, who is the current head coach
at Iowa. But since Iowa's athletic direr
DECISION, PAGE 10

BUSTED AGAIN

sent by Adam Erhard.
The "one Panther goal was a
penalty kick with 6 minutes
remaining that was scored by
Chad Dombrowski.
The win came after an unfortunate overtime "golden goal"
loss to Wisconsin-Green Bay.
The Falcons took the lead
against the Phoenix in the 23rd
minute when redshirt freshman
Tommy Thomas scored his second career goal: Chris Kraft was
given the assist on the goal that
banked an 18 yard shot off the
crossbar.
Wisconsin-Green Bay's Sean
O'Brien scored the equalizer in

SPLIT, PAGE 9

BAD BOY: Darryl Strawberry is led away by police Story, page 9.
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Strawberry arrested again Men's soccer goes 1-2
SFSDGOOMU
SPORTS WRITE*

TAMPA, Fla.
— Danyl
Strawbeny, the suspended New
York Yankees outfielder who has
battled cancer and drug abuse,
was jailed Monday after hitting a
street sign and then running into
a vehicle stopped at a red light.
Strawberry, who had cancer
surgery last month, "blacked
out" at the wheel from prescription medication while driving to
a probation officer supervising
him sjnce a cocaine conviction
in April 1999, said the outfielder's
'. lawyer, Joseph Ficarrotta.
"He took some kind of medication and that apparently
caused some reaction and made
him pass out," said Ficarrotta.
"Where in the sequence he
blacked out I dont know."
Strawberry, 38, was taken Into

custody at gunpoint by jn offduty officer who saw the collisions and was held in the
Hillsborough County Jail without
ball, pending a court hearing
Tuesday.
"He seemed very tired and
very drained." Ficarrotta said
after visiting Strawberry. "He's
recuperating from some very
severe cancer surgery. He
seemed very weak and very
tired."
The eight-time All-Star faces
two misdemeanor charges, driving while impaired and leaving
the scene of an accident with
damage, plus two counts of pro-'
bation violation, which normally
would not let him go tree on
bond.
"When I heard it this morning.
I was saddened by it," Yankees
general
manager
Brian
Cashman said before Monday

night's game against Boston.
Ficarrotta planned to ask
Hillsborough Circuit Judge
Florence Foster, the judge who
placed Strawberry on probation,
to consider releasing him
Tuesday to his home or to set
bond. Strawberry is not required
to attend the hearing.
Strawberry told officers he had
taken the sleeping medication
Amblen. said Hillsborough
County sheriffs spokesman Rod
Reder. Ficarrotta said Strawberry
also has prescriptions for the
narcotic painkillers Percocet and
Vlcodia
Strawberry failed a field-sobriety test but a blood-alcohol test
showed no alcohol in his system.
He volunteered a urine sample
for testing, and those results will
take days.

SPLIT. FROM PAGE 8
the 38 minute with a header.
After the rest of the match being
scoreless the two teams went
into an overtime situation.
Wisconsin-Green Bay's Brian
Ciovinazzl scored the matchwinning goal in the 91st minute.
'I felt in the Green-Bay match,
with all due respect to them, that
was a game we gave away, they
did not win." Mahler said "We
made mistakes, they should have
not gotten their goal and it was a
very disappointing loss from the
standpoint that we let them In
the game when we missed two or
three opportunities to win in regulation."
Even though there was some
improvement by the Falcons on
Sunday, Mahler feels that there is
more work to be done.
"I am ecstatic about the win,

we are making progress and
came back from a difficult loss
and beat a very good team,"
Mahlersaid "It was a great weekend, but I do not want to walk
away with any false sense of
where we need to be, we are not
where we need to be. We still
need to take care of teams that
we should beat."
The main problem, this weekend, was the breakdowns defensively.
"The problem is giving up easy
goals and also a better Job of
communicating defensively and
knowing our jobs defensively,"
Mahler said. "We hav° some
breakdowns that are occurring.
Ore misunderstanding or miscues are being a foy upon the
shoulders of our upperclassmen,
they need to raise their level of

playFreshman starting goalkeeper
David DeCraff made 13 saves on
the weekend and was named to
the All-Tournament team.
'Dave was the best goalkeeper
in the tournament," Mahler said.
"He kept us in the matches. We
made some mistakes against
Green Bay Including some breakaways and stopped some point
blank shots. He is gaining more
confidence with every match,
and is figuring out how to play at
the NCAA Division I college
levelChris Kraft and Fred Degand
were also named to the All
Tournament team
The Falcons record is now 1-3
and will face Detroit-Mercy on
Thursday.
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Leadership Workshops
BGSU

►

Meeting Management

"Stop the chaos, end the dissatisfaction
September 12

Publicity & Programming

n the process of event management.
Did you ever wonder how the
events come to.',
September 19

Making the Grade

Adding balance to your business
the resources available on cam
help you make the gi
September 26

Fiscal Responsibility

"Spending your money wisely"
October 3

Group Vision

The guiding force to a successful organization
is the development and embracing of a vision.
Learn the process and develop yours!"
September 13

Leadership Style

"You've got style. Learn what yours is and
how to work it to your advantage
(and your organization's)"
September 20

Working with Advisers & Alumni
"Discover the secret sources for your success"
September 27

Embracing Diversity

"Who is in your organization?
How does diversity help you and your
organization succeed in future challenges'"
October 4

Delegation & Motivation
Tasks and people are like
firewood for a campfiresplit them up, then ftre them up!'
October 10

Career Focus

"How will you translate your leadership
skills honed at BGSU into a meaningful
career exploration?"
October 11
Career Services Sponsors:

Professional Etiquette
for All Majors

All Workshops Sponsored by:

Office of Campus Involvement
Division of Student Affairs
204 South Hall
phone 372-2343
e-mail: involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu

At some point in your carepr. you will be invited
to a formal lunch, dinner or social event.
This program will focus on dining, dress and social
interaction skills. Includes a formal dinner and
professional attire demonstration.
Contact Career Services to register
at 372-2356
October 25, 6pm-9pm
8 o'clock Dining Hall. Kreischer Hall
Registration Required

orange

brown

Designed for you to attain and apply
the skills necessary to lead an
organization successfully

Designed for the experienced student
leader to identify and develop their
leadership style and skills and apply them
to the next challenge

Topics

All workshops are held in
Olscamp 104 on Tuesdays
from 730 to 9:00 PM

...:,'.-.. ft,'/ .*•'

Topics

All workshops are held in
Olscamp 104 on Wednesdays
from 6:00 tO 7:15 PM
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Knight did it
to himself

Buckeyes have much at stake

BYE BYE. FROM PAGE 8
the fault of bleeding-heart
administrators that cringe
when a faculty member so
much as looks at a student
wrong. But it wasn't.
Knight's volatile legacy
became so prevalent that a
simple arm-grab of a student
that referred to him as 'Knight'
instead of Coach Knight' was
the act that terminated him.
Not a head-butt, a mockwhipping, a grab of the chest
or neck or a verbal lashing of a
superior.
This Caesar needed no
Brutus. He betrayed himself.
Erik Cassano can be
reached at
ecassan@>bgnet.bgsu.edu

Columbus
release two
players
IHI ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS
- The
Columbus Blue Jackets on
Monday made their first roster
moves since training camp
began Sept. 8. releasing two
players and returning four others to their junior hockey
league teams.
The Blue Jackets released left
wing Brent Ozarowski. the
team's third- round pick (69th
overall) in the 2000 NHL Draft,
and defenseman Dan Preston,
their fifth-round pick (138th
overall) this season.
Returned to other clubs
were defenseman Tyler Sloan
(Kamloops Blazers, Western
Hockey League), defenseman/left wing Trevor Ettinger
(Moncton. Quebec Major
Junior Hockey League), right
wing Ben Knopp (Moose Jaw,
Western Hockey League) and
defenseman Scott Heffernan
(Sarnia. Ontario Hockey
League).

By RUSTY MIL1ER

"These MAC
schools have been
beating up on the
Big Ten. We're not
going to let that
happen to us. This
is our house."

«P SPORTS WRITER

COLUMBUS - For No. 17
Ohio State, it's a final tuneup
before starting the Big Ten season a week later against Perm
State.
For Miami University, it's a
game that only comes along
once every 89 years or so.
"We don't play on ESPN and in
front of close to 100,000 people
on a regular basis.'' Miami coach
Terry Hoeppner said Monday.
The RedHawks haven't played
the Buckeyes since the Titanic
was in drydock. back in 1911.
Both teams are 2-0, but they're
separated by a lot more than the
100 miles between Columbus
and Oxford.
The Buckeyes dominate in the
hearts and minds of Ohioans. It's
trite but true that most kids who
grow up within the borders
dream of someday wearing scarlet and gray. That explains why
Ohio State's coaches seem to get
almost every in-state blue-chip
recruit.
"They kind of choose who
they want in the state and we
fight over who's left." Hoeppner
said.
But it's not as if the MidAmerican Conference hasn't
done its part to grab sorrte attention. MAC members Toledo,
Western Michigan and Ohio
University have stolen the Big
Ten's thunder with victories over
Perm State. Iowa and Minnesota,
respectively, in the last two
weeks.
Ohio State coach John Cooper
said he has first - hand knowledge
of the MAC'S history of springing
upsets.
"It happens every year," he
said. "This isn't the first time the

JOE COOPER LINEBACKER
MAC has beaten other teams.
Toledo beat Purdue a couple of
years ago. didn't they? When I
was coaching out at Kansas.
Ohio University came out and
beat us and we had a good team.
It happens."
Then he added. "It happens if
you let it happen."
Linebacker Joe Cooper said
attitude means everything when
the Big Ten faces the MAC.
"These MAC schools have
been beating up on the Big Ten,"
he said. "We're not going to let
that happen to us. This is our
house."
Former Toledo head coach
Chuck Stobart is now Ohio
State's offensive coordinator. He
said he has seen the signs posted
in a campus building in Oxford,
listing the RedHawks' upsets
over the years against LSU,
Virginia Tech, North Carolina
and Northwestern, among others.
"They're very scary." said
Stobart. "You'll get a lot of guys in
the MAC who really wanted to
play in the Big Ten but were
shunned. They'll really, really
play hard."
Quarterback Steve Bellisari
said none of the Buckeyes are
taking the RedHawks lightly.

another fantastic season is on
the horizon, I would assume the
rest of the student body would
agree with me.
Looking ahead to my third
year as the beat writer for the
men's basketball team and my
final year in college, it would not
be the same without him. Since
the interim coach will be named
and Dakich will remain in BG for

POLIMPIC5
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i HOTTEST EUEI1T OF THE YEAR
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OUCH: Buckeye quarterback Steve Bellisari, 8, hits the ground at Fresno State's Marcellus Armstrong,
29, and Jajuan Huddleson light him up during the Ohio State win two weeks ago. The Buckeyes face
Miami next Saturday at the Horseshoe and won't take the Mid-American Conference team lightly.

Dakich is the man and has many loyal BG fans
DECISION, FROM PAGE 8
tor is" 100 percent certain"
that Alford will remain where he
is, the job could be closer to
Dakich's grasp.
But will he take it?
Personally, I don't want to see
him go.
And considering what he has
done for this basketball program, how kick-ass last season
was and how the potential for

POLE TRICK COIIlPETITIOn
SEPTEMBER 13th 9pm
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VOLUNTEER SOCCER
COACHES WANTED
Bowling Green Parte and Recreation
Youth Soccer Program
Coed 1st through 6th Grade

at least one more season, I will
get to talk to him three or four
times a week again for six
months.
And I have more fun talking
then I do blabbering with some
people I know. He makes me
realize how awesome the job I
have is
Dakich has done great things
for our basketball team. In three
years since he took over for Jim
Larranaga. he took a fourth
place Mid-American Conference
team (1997) and turned them
into the 1999-2000 MAC East
Conference Champions. Not
bad considering the MAC was.
as many conference coaches
said, the best it had been in
years.
His Falcons beat Kent at
home, then went on the road to
beat Akron and Marshall. He
helped turn Anderson Arena
into a madhouse, which

piumptcd it to be featured in a
Sports Illustrated article profiling
the conference.
He also showed Thai head
coaclics can have some personality, be fun in press conferences
and express how upset they get
after losses by chewing out
reporters who ask stupid questions or refusing to come to
press conferences.
But if Dakich takes the job at
Indiana, I will understand.
He is from Indiana and his ties
to the school must go as deep as
anyone's in the business. One
day he yelled al me for wearing
my Ohio State hat into his office.
I am also sure that it would be
a dream come true for him to
become the head coach and
attempt to fill the shoes of someone he played for. coached with
and admired very much. Dakich
has taken parts of Knights personality with him but only the

lies! parts.
I agree that Knight is one of
the best coaches in the history of
college basketball but there is a
difference between coaching
and flying oft The handle on
dozens of occasions. And he did
some of them outside the basketball arena.
Dakich may lose his temper
on the court and do a tango on
his sports jacket, but I dori'i
think you will ever hear about
him punching a police officer or
verbally assaulting people in the
BG athletic department.
Coach Dakich is my friend.
I would play for him in a second and never think twice about
it. If he leaves, he will be greatly
missed, but who are we to stand
in the way of someone's dream.
Coach, if you consider leaving,
Stella Baby will miss you.

Homecoming
King and Queen
Applications
Due September 15
Applications for Homecoming King and Queen
elections need to be submitted by Friday, Sept. 15.
Please return to the

BGSU
Office of Campus Involvement,
204 South Hall, 372-2343.

• Monday & Thursday Practices 5:15-6:45 pm at Carter Park
• 1 Hour Sunday Afternoon Games (.1:30, 2:30 or 3:30) at Carter Park
• Commitment from September 14 through mid November
• Must agree to receive free Coach Certification Training
• BGSC1 students can receive practicum hours & teaching experience!

• Must be Enthusiastic & Dependable!!!

i.

PLEASE CONTACT THE PARKS & RECREATION OFFICE
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!!! 7
354-6223 Ext. 0

FWr Party!
COct. 1-8 )
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Campus Events
America's Leading Fraternity
IIK<J> Fall Recruitment 2000
September 13. 14, 18,19
Across from Jerome Library
Attention all BG Newi Readers:
TODAY Irom 11-4
Come to Olscamp Hall lor the
BG Merchant's Fair
Register to win:
■Personal Copier
'Digital Motorola Flip Phone
'500 Free Video Rentals
'Tailgate party tor 10
'Bowling Ball
♦ More tree giveaways, tree rood
Don't miss it!
KEY Yearbook
KEY Yearbook
The KEY Yearbook will have its first
meeting September 12 at 9 00pm in
121 West Hall Anyone interested is
welcome to attend. It interested but
cannot attend call 372-8635
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are here tor this
week only' To schedule an appointment call 372-8634. Appointments
are available Irom 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall The $8 sitting lee can be
charged to the bursar
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEESCome share your oversees experience with other returnees on
Tuesday. September 12 from
3:3O-5:30pm In 1103 Offenhauer
West. Call 2-0479 with questions.
The BGSU Counseling
Center presents
"Positive Images A Body Esteem
Retreat tor College Women'
(see display ad elsewhere in
this paper)

Lost/Found
Found Young 6 mo old male cat
Very Iriendly. tabby markings Custar Please can 419-669-1343

One thing
that
humans do
more than
anything
in their
enitre life
is sleep...

Tuesday, September 12.200011

Travel

Personals

Help Wanted

#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Parly Cruise1 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Caring Professional Sendee.
Free Pregnancy Tests.
354 4673-BG Pregnancy Center

Full & Part-Time
Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
Call 354-1923

Shelley Miller:
Please call Cheryle Billmaier regarding tutoring child w/autism. (419)
833-7233. THANKS!!
Vou can be a DJI
WFAL 1610AM still has a few
openings. It's not too late to be a
part of BGSU'S only student-run
modern rock station!
Contact us. We want YOU!
Call our office at 372-8658 or email
nccil@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Communication Co. needs designer.
Experienced in Illustrator, Freehand
and Photo Shop. Flex Hours. Immediate position Send resume and
samples ol work to Hardy Communications, 408 Bancroft. Toledo OH
43620 or
cherylOeeekadvertising.com

#111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals. Drinks' Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
WINTER BREAK/SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www.sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE

Wanted

Personals
#1 SPRING BREAK 2001 - Mexico.
Jamaica, Florida & S. Padre Reliable TWA flights Biggest parties &
Best phces. Book by Od 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals & 28 hrs of parties!
1 800 SURFS UPwww studentexpiess
• 2000 Merchants Fair ■
Don't Miss the
BG Merchant's Fair!
TODAY. 11-4
Olscamp Hall
FREE Pizza, Pop. Baked Goods.

1 mite, wanted in 2 bdrm. apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus.
Call for more info, 354-4372. Jessi2 male rmtes. wanted ASAP. 3 bedroom house, close to campus, lease
starting Sept -Aug Foe more information, call 354-6055, Ryan.
BABYSITTER
Substitute teacher needs sitter in
Perrysburg off Fit 25. Flexible to
your days free from class. Elementary school hours Call Laura to find
out more, 874-8110
Subtoaser wanted ASAP. 3 bedroom, two bathroom apt. close lo
campus and will negotiate rent. Call
Korrine tor more info at (734) 8475848

Freebies S Door Prizes
• 2000 Merchant's Fair ■
Fall Tanning Special
1 month unlimited - $25
2 months unlimited ~ $40
425 E Wooster ~ Open Everyday

352-7889
KEY Yearbook
KEY Yearbook
The KEY Yearbook will have its first
meeting September 12 at 9:00pm in
121 West Hall. Anyone interested is
welcome to attend If interested but
cannot attend call 372-8635
Make extra cash I buy Legos by
the pound Call 288-9984
MONEY TO STUOY ABROAD
Proposal forms are now available
In the Center for International
Programs (1106 Offenhauer West)
for the International travel grant
competition for students studying
abroad during spring semester
2001. The deadline Is September
29. Call 2-0479 with questions.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are here for this
week only' To schedule an appointment call 372-8634 Appointments
are available from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall. The $8 sitting fee can be
charged to the bursar.

Help Wanted
ATTENTION MUSICIANS:
Drummer, Bass, and Lead Guitar
needed for Alternative Rock
Band. Call Ian at 419-637-2428
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shirt: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802

354-8703

s
Babysitter needed. Occasional evenings & days Must be able to drive
and have references. Call 354-4192
Carpet installation for safes. Will
train Flexible scheduling For details
call 823-1423
CatMars needed Immediate openings available. 1st & 2nd shift. Competitive wages plus commission. Apply today BP Oil. Route 795 and I75. exit 195 in Rossford Call 419872-3689
Construction worker full/part time
Call 352-3057 or 308-0805

Help Wanted
WRESTLING COACH WANTED!1
Successful, local middle school
needs an assistant wrestling coach
for the upcoming season (Nov. 10Jan. 21) This is a paid position. If
interested contact John Obrock at
Eastwood Middle School at 419833-6011 ASAP.

For Sale

Happy Hour O
Brewster's Pourhouse
3-9 Daily across from Finders
$2 00 33oz mugsBud, Bud IX, Lite & More
$1.25 well drinks
Free popcorn & peanuts
2 Pool tables, dartboards.
air hockey, shuffleboard

1987 Plymouth Horizon, silver,
$500. Call 352-6469
1988 Kawasaki Nin|a 250 Looks
and runs great Bought new truck,
must sell. $1500 obo. Call 373-9948
for additional info.
1992 Nissan truck, short bed.
88.000. Excell shape. AC. stereo.
$2500 obo, 352-0781

Immediate pt. time pre school teacher needed. We're looking for energetic & reliable people who love to
work with young children. Morning &
afternoon hrs. avail Earty childhood
exp. pref. but will train. Send resume
to: Stay and Play Daycare & Pre
School. Inc., 3120 S Byrne. Toledo,
OH, 43614.

1997 Suzuki Maurader, new Harley
sounding exhaust, 1900 miles, very
dean. Must sell $5000 firm Call
352-1294. ask for Chad.
FOR SALE:
Solid Oak Loft and Dorm-Approved
Fridge Both Excellent Cond.
Call Laura at: 354-8360

Lawn maintenance positions avail
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds1 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ex!4558

Occasional babysitter needed for
days only. S7 00/hr Call Kate 3736502
Office cleaning evenings
10-12 hrs wk Own transp required
Call 352-5822

92 Honda Accord
90 Toyota Tercel
96 Ford Espire
92 Geo Prizm
93 Mazda Protege
95 Honda Civic
96 Mazda 626
95 Toyota Camry
91 Honda Accord

Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$7 50 hr Walking distance from
campus Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train 734-848-4379, Mon-Fri alter 3pm.

o —
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3 S.

353-8810

SECURITY: up to $7.50/hr.
Great extra Income!
BURNS INT'L (EOE) has full-time
openings for Security Guards in the
BOWUNG GREEN area.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
We offer benefits, paid training and
provide full uniform.
Interested applicants should
apply In person to 3450 West
Central Avenue, Suite 254, Toledo
Ohio. OR call (800) 382-9132 for
more Information.

Sonoma waterbed, great condition,
$75 or best offer Call 686-3421 after 5
Whirlpool Clothes Washer, $100
obo. Will deliver In excellent shape
353-5365.
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For Rent

SPRING BREAK 2001—
Jamaica. Cancun, Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips
Free meals ..book by Nov 2nd. Call
lor FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Vanity Square Apts.
3S3-7715

Telephone interviewing. No sales.
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere In Perrysburg. Up to $7.00
hour depending on skills 874-5842

2 bdrm. apt. for tease-Jan -Aug. 801
5th SI #5 354-4084.

Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
from campus. Full & Pt. time. Average earnings $8/hr. 2 shifts available: 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705

WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser lor 5
bedroom apartment in Hillsdale.
Own spacious room!! Just $190 a
month, utilities extra Lease through
Aug. 2001 Please call 352-6142.
ask for Brandi

Up to $15 hour plus bonus
352-3767

Happy Tuesday...Happy Tuesday...Happy Tuesday... Happy Tuesday...Happy Tuesday...Happy Tuesday...
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I've long argued

the Toledo Blade Rntauiant Critic,
May 14,1999
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SirlOilT Steak
-WEDNESDAY.
Ccnl*d Angus Beet Stuffed POrk CJlOp
• TUESDAY*

Swiss Steak

•THURSDAY-

Baked Chicken

best eatery
between Toledo

and Columbus

f

cr —
VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS |

PISHN€LLO'S
5^203
N. Main ™l
°fL,VMV 352-5166
^eBB»»*
S4.50 Minimum

WIN A TRIP

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. •Sat. «Sun.

FOR TWO TO

Tr\i Pizo's Select Pizza
Great Taste to Satisfy Vou!
Prices Starting fls Low fls $3.50 for a mini

AFRICA
This year the cast of MTV's

w

Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
councilh-avel.com
This trip lo Africa is provided by

virgin
■,*•■*»■■ atlantic
No Piatfiaa. NMWV Op«n »rwrf** rt U S.
Uil—n DM agM cM8 and 3S ai c* *W0 voo
«hai« orohWod So* agancy *> Oltaal P**» « go
councftravol com S«»a|nu«ai ana» 10" MO

iTmvel ■
counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL
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Try These Combos

The Real World' went lo Africa,
Now you can too!

&3

ARE YOU A FRIENDLY PERSON LOOKING
FOR A FAST AND FUN WORK ENVIRONMENT? IF YOU ARE, THEN PUT ON A
BULLSEYE AND COME WORK WITH US.

TARGET
Is Now Hiring For All Positions And All Shifts.
GREAT BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Competitive Pay
Flexible Hours
Insurance Avail. After 90 Days
Cross Company Discount

California White • white sauce with:
• Fajita chicken, broccoli, almonds
• Fa]ita chicken, mushroom, spinach
• Fajita chicken, tomato, broccoli
Chicken=2 item cost
Cost CoOSt Garlic - mild garlic sauce and moat
parm. cheese with:

• Tomatoes and red onions
• Chicken and almonds
• Spinach and tomatoes

T
H
€
S
€
R
R
€

Spinach Pizza - red, white, or garik sauce with:

• Spinach and mushroom
• Spinach and tomato
• Spinach and bacon

O
D

...Or Vou Decide
The Best Pizza at the Best Prices!

Apply In Person At Spring Meadows Plaza On
Airport Highway
1465 E. Mall Drive
Holland. OH 43528
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SPORTS
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2000 Merchant's Fair
Dozens of prizes
being given away
Register to win

PRIZES!

Exhibitors
Adecco Employment Services

Al-Mar Lanes
Barney's Convenience Mart
»
Behavioral Connections
Beyond 2000 Ice Cream
BG News
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
Bowling Green Pregnancy Center
Children's Resource Center
Dacor Computer Systems
Digital Alternatives
Downtown Business Association
Falcon House
FifthThird Bank
Fire Lake Camper Park
Foodtown Plus
Glass City Federal Credit Union
Internet Direct, Inc.
Living Canvas
Lotions & Potions
Marcos Pizza
Mary Kay Cosmetics
McDonald's
Meijer
Mim's Kitchen
Monty's Hair Fashions
National City Bank
Renhill Staffing Services
Sarah Belle's Ltd.
Staffmark
Staples Office Supply Superstore
Toledo Wireless
United Parcel Service
University Bookstore-BGSU
Urban League

See and sample the best of what local businesses have
to offer. Enjoy FREE food, giveaways and register for
door prizes!

Register to win great prizes!
• Downtown Prize Package from the
Downtown Business Association
• Personal Copier from Staples
• 500 Free Video Rentals from Foodtown
Plus
• Tailgate Party for Ten People from
Foodtown Plus
• Digital Motorola Flip Phone from
Digital Alternatives
• Bowling Ball from Al-Mar Lanes
• Plus Many More!

WC Solid Waste District

Wood County Hospital
Woodland Mall

Today
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Jiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiwiiiii
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In Olscamp Hall
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